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Second, outside the arbitration context, Califor.
nia courts evaluate the fairness of the contract at is 
sue only with respect to the parties before the court,
Here, both courts below agreed that the Concepcions
could obtain full relief under ATTM's arbitration
provision. M at lla n.9, 39a-41a, 47a n. 10. In other
words, it ie fair to them. The courts nonetheless in.
validated the arbitration provision because of the
perceived impacts of the requirement of bilateral ar 
bitration on non-parties. That is a new rule, not a
mere refinement of traditional unconscionability
analysis.

Third, California'e generally applicable uncons 
cionability doctrine turne on the "substantive unfair 
ness" of the challenged contract pmvieion. Marin

Siorcge, 89 CalApp,4th at 1056. But California's
rule invalidating arbitration provisions that don't in.
elude a term authorizing class-wide dispute resolu 
tion turne on social pohcy concerns relating to deter 
rence, not substantive unfairness.

Fourth, in cases not involving arbitration provi 
sions, "[t)he critical juncture for determining wheth 
er s. contract is unconscionable is the moment when
it ie entered into by both partiee-not whether it is
unconscionable in light of subsequent events." Am,

Sofkuxue, Inc. v, Aii, 46 CaIApp.4th 1388, 1391
(1998). By contrast, the Dscovsr Bonk test requires
courts to ignore the many circumstances under
which consumers might benefit hem ATTMs arbi 
tration provision and Sees only on the allegations of
the plaintifl's complaint, virtually ensuing that the
arbitration provision will be invalidated.

For all of these reasons, aKxing the "unconscio 
nability" 1abel cannot salvage California'e arbitra 
tion-specific rule.
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3. The California Supreme Court also sought to
support its rule by invoking a statute that bars en 
forcement af exculpatary clauses. That rationale
falls outside Section 2's savings clause as welL

To begin with, it is dubious whether public-policy
rulee Of thiS Sart Ilualify ae a grOund at law Or eIluity
k r the revocation of any contract. Public-palicy rules

by their nature are ~ ted at particular kinds of
contracts and arise out of cancerns that are specific
to those categories of contracts. Moreover, public

policy is a highly elastic concept that was once the
basis for refusing to enforce arbitration agreements.
Deeming it a basis hr the revocation af any contract
would risk undoing through the savings clause what

Congress saught to accomplish through the direct
command of Sectian 2.

The Court need not decide here whether a public 
pohcy basis for refusing to enforce an arbitration
agreement ever can come within the savings clause,
however, because the DIscausr Bank rule does not
constitute an even-handel application of California's
exculpatory-clause doctrine. Ta the contrary, it ie
gerrymandered to target arbitration provisions.

The Ninth Circuit acknowledged that any cus 
tomer who invokes ATTN's arbitration provision is
likely to be made whole, but said that the arbitration
clause was exculpatory under Cali&mls law because
nat every customer will choose to pursue a claim. In
no other context does California deem contracts to be
exculpatory znerely b'ecause non-partiea wha are en 
sured redress if they pursue it may nonetheless vo.
luntarily choose nat to. All of the cases in which con 
tracts have been declared exculpatory involve provi 
sions that «fnrmatively limit remedies.
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The requirement of bilateral arbitration in
ATTM's arbitration pravjsion does not do that. As

this Court recently explained, "[i]t is undoubtedly
true that some plaintifIs wha would not bring indi 
vidual suits for the relatively small sums involved
will choose ta join a class action. That has na bear 
ing, hawever, on [the defendant's] or the plainti5s'
legal rights." Shady Grove Orthopedic Assocs., P.A.
v. Allstate Ins. Ca., 130 8. Ct. 1431, 1443 (2010).
With or without a class action, ATTN remains hable
to any customer with a valid claim.

C. Cahfornia's rule canditioning enforcement of
arbitration provisions on the inclusion of a term au 
thorising class-wile dispute resolutian is preempted
far the additional reason that it can%ate with the
purpases of the FAA as reflected in the text and
structure of that statute. It does so in two ways,
each of which is independently suf5chnt to require
reversal.

1, The overarching purpose of the FAA — which
is evident in the text of Sections 2, 3, and 4 — is to en 
sure enforcement of arbitration agreements accord 
ing to their terms, particularly terms spec/ping the
procedures to be emplayed in arbitration. Califor 
nia's rule barring enforcement of agreements that
require bilateral arbitration is fundamentally at war
with" (Stolt nielsen, 130 S. Ct. at 1775) that core
purpose. Indeed, if California can insist that parties
to arbitration agreements allow far class-wide dis 
pute resolution, it equally can insist that they allow
for all manner af procedures that are the hallmarks
of litigation, but the antithesis of arbitration. I t
cauld, in other wards, kill arbitration by converting it
into litigation,
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This Court heQ in Preston that the FAA
preempts California's requirement that certain kinds
af disputes be submitted to the Commissioner of La 
bor prior to arbitration because that requirement
would '%ustrateo" the FAA's purpose of aUowing
parties to arbitration agreements to "achieve stream 
lined proceedings and expeditious results." 652 U.S.
at 357.358 (internal quotation marks omitted). Cali •
fornia's requirement that parties to arbitration
agreements sQow for class-wide dispute resolution is
preempted for the same reason.

2. More broadly, the text and structure 'of the
FAA embody a "federal policy favoring arbitration,"
hfosea H. Cone Nem'l Hosp. v. Mneury Constr. Corp.,
460 U.S. 1, 24 (1983). That policy would be wholly
thwarted by California's rule that parties to arbitra 
tion agreements must allow for class-wide dispute
resoluticn.

This Court has recognized that the "changes
brought about by the shift &em bilateral arbitration
to class-action arbitration" are "fu'ndamental." Stolt 
Nielsen, 130 S. Ct. at 1776, In a class.wide arbitra.
tion, the cost-savings of bilateral arbitration are en*

tirely lost; the risks are multiplied exponentially; yet
judicial review is as limited as in a traditional, bila 
teral arbitration. Moreover, the defendant does not

even enjoy certainty that the ultimate arbitral award
will have preclusive effect on absent class members.
Because class-arbitration is a lose-lose proposition
for businesses, no rational business will agree to it.
lf told that the only way they can have an enforcea 
ble arbitration agreement is to allow for class-wide
dispute resolution, businesses will give up on arbi 
tration entirely. As Justice Thomas haa observed, a
"result [thatj discourages the use of arbitration
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agreements [is] completely inconsistent with the pol 
icies underlying the FAA." 'IVogte House, 534 U.S. at
3l0 (Thomas, J., dissenting). For this reason as well,
California's rule conditioning enforcement of arbitra 
tion provisions on the inclusion of a term authorizing
class-wide dispute resolution is preempted by the
FAA.

ARGUMENT

THE FAA PREEMPTS CALIFORMA'S RULE
INVALIDATING ARBITRATION AGREE 
MENTS THAT DO NOT AUTHORIZE CLASS 
WIDE DISPUTE RESOLUTION.

A. The FAA Ma ndatee That Arbitration
Provisions Be Enforced According To
Their Terms,

Section 2 of the FAA provides that:

A written provision in ~ * * a contract evi 
dencing a transaction involving commerce to
settle by arbitration a controversy thereafter
arising out of such contract or transac 
tion, ~ * " or an agreement in writing to
submit to arbitration an existing controversy
arising out of such contract, transaction, or
refusal, shcQ be valid, irrevocobie, and enjbr 
ceoble, save upon such grounds as exist at
law or in equity for the revocation of sny con 
tract.

9 U.S.C. $ 2 (emphasis added). "Section 2 is a con 

gressional declaratIon of a liberal federal poHcy fa 
voring arbitration agreements, notwithstanding any
state substantive or procedural policiea to the con 
trary. The sf%et of the section is to create a body of
federal substantive law of arbitrabiHty, applicable to
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any arbitration agreement within the coverage of the
Act." Moses H. Cone, 460 U.S. at 24.

That poHcy is reinforced in Section 4 of the FAA,
which states that 'the court shall m&e an order di 
recting the parties to proceed to arbitration in accor 
dance with the terms of the agreement" unless "the
mating of the agreement for arbitration or tbe fail 
ure to comply therewith" are called into question. 9
U.S.C. f 4. See also ibid. (limiting any jury trial to
consideration of the same two issues; [i]f the jury
fugal that an agreement for arbitration was made in
writing and that there is a default in proceeding the 
reunder, the court shaH ma]te an order summarily
directing the parties to proceed with the arbitration
in accordance with the terms thereof).

And Section 3 of the FAA requires courts to stay
litigation of arbitral claims so that arbitration may
be had "in accordance with the terms of the [arbitra 
tion] agreement," 9 U.S.C. $ 3,

These provisions of the FAA "are integral parts
of a whole" (Bernhardt v. Polygraphic Co. of Am.,
Inc., 360 U.S. 198, 201 (1966)), and as such must be
read together. This Court acconbngly has "said on
numerous occasions that the central or 'primary'
purpose of the FAA is to ensure that 'private agree 
ments to arbitrate are enforced according to their
terms.'" Stolt-Nielsen, 130 S. Ct. at 1773 (quoting
Volt Injo. Scis., Inc. v, Boani! of V>ustess, 489 U.S.
468, 479 (1989)); see also Rent-A.Center, West, Inc, v.
~actson, 130 S. Ct. 2772, 2776 (2010); Green Tree
Pin. Corp. v. Bassle, 639 U,S. 444, 453 (2003) (plural 
ity op.}; First Options of Chicago Inc. v, Replan, 514
U.S. 938, 947 (1995); Mostrobuono v. Shearson Leh 
ntan Iftttton, Inc., 614 U.S. 62, 67.58 (1995),
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That means that "parties are generally kee to
structure their arbitration agreements as they aee
6t. Just as they may limit by contract the issues
which they will arbitrate, so too may they specify by
contract the rules under which thut arbitration toill
be conducted," Volt, 489 U.S. at 479 {citation omit 
ted; emphasis added); see also Stolt-Nielsen, 130 S.
Ct. at 1774 (the parties "may agree on rules under
which any arbitration will proceed" ).

The Court, haa speciscally identifuMI "procedure"
as one of the features of arbitration" that "the FAA
lets partiea tailor ~ ~ ~ by contract." Hall St„5 52
U.S. at 586; aee aho Scherh o. A/berto-Culoer Inc.,
417 U.S. 506, 519 {1974) ("(a]n agreement to arbi 
trate '* * is , in effect, a specialiaed kind of forum 
selection clause that posits not only the situs of suit
but also the procedure to be used in resolving the
dispute"), Indeed, the whok point of entering into an
arbitration agreement ia to "tradeP the procedures
and opportunity for review of the courtroom for the
simplicity, informality, and expedition of arbitra 
tion." Ni t subishi Motors- Corp. v. Soler Chrysler 

Plpmouth, Inc., 478 U.S. 614, 628 (1985),

It is thus "clear kom [this Court's] precedents
and the contractual nature of arbitration that parties
may apecifr with, whom they choose to arbitrate their
disputes" and that "a'party may not be compelled
under the FAA to submit to class arbitration unless
there is a contractual basis for concluding that the
party agreed to do so." Stolt-Nielsen, 180 S. Ct. at,
1774-1775 (emphasia in original).

Accordingly, "the recognition that arbitration

procedures are more streamlined than federal litiga 
tion ia not a basis for ending the forum somehow in 
adequate; the relative informeBty of arbitration is
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one of the chief reasons that partiea select arbitra 
tion," Pea, 129 S. Ct. at l471 (emphasis added).
Precisely because the entire purpose of arbitration is
to provide a less expensive, less timemnsuming, and
less adversarial alternative to litigation, "objections
centered on the nature of arbitration do not offer a
credible basis for discrediting the choice of that fo 
rum to resolve" claims. Ibid.

In short, the FAA creates a powerful presump 
tion that parties to arbitration agreementa may se 
lect the procedures that will govern their arbitration
and that courts msy not refuse to enforce those
agreementa merely because they disagree with the
procedurea so selected.

The statute enforces this presumption by impos 
ing two distinct but related limits on state-law rules
applicable to arbitration agreement~he express
requirements of Sections 2 and 4 that courts enforce
such agreements according to their terms, subject to
only narrow exceptions, and the principle of conflict
preemption. The state-law rule applied by the courts
below to invalidate the arbitration agreement here is
invalid under both principles.

B. California's Rule I nvalidating Agree 
nxents That Require Bilateral Arbitra 
tion Is Preempted By Seotion 2 Of The
FAA Because It Is Not A'Groundo s * *
At I.aw Or In Equity For The Revocation
Of Any Contract."

Section 2 of the PAA places "only two limitations
on the enforceability of arbitration provisions go 
verned by the Federal Arbitration Act; they must be
part of a written maritime contract or a contract e'vi 
dencing a transaction involving commerce and such
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clauses may be revoked upon grounds as exist at law
or in equity Sr the revocation of any contract."
SoutLfaad Corp. v. t{ealiag, 465 U.S. 1, 10-11 (1984)
(interna) quotation marks and footnote omitted).
Any state-law impediment to arbitration that does
not fall within one of these exceptions is preempted
by the FAA and "must give way." Perry, 482 U.S, at
490-491; see also Casorotto, 517 U.S, at 887.

The arbitration agreement between ATTM and
the Concepcions expressly requires bilateral arbitra 
tion. Pet. App. Bla ('Vou and AT%T agree that each

may bring claims against the other only in your or its
individual capacity, and not ae a plaintiff or class
member in any purported dass or representative
proceeding. * ~ ~ [T]he arbitrator may not consoli 
date more than one person's claims, and may not
otherwise preside over any form of a representative
or dass proceeding.") (emphasis omitted),

The courts below refused to enforce the agree 
ment in accordance with its terms, invoking the sav 
ings clause at the end of Section 2, which speci6es
that courts may decline to enforce arbitration provi.
sions on "such grounds as exist at law or in equity for
the revocation of any contract." Their invocation of
that exception to declare the requirement of bilateral
arbitration unenhrceable was fundamentally erro 
neous.

This Court has recognised that Section 2's sav 

ings dause does not protect state laws that discrimi 
nate against arbitration agreements. ln Casarotto,
for example, the Montana law imposed a disclosure
requirement that applied only to arbitration con 
tracts. This Court deemed the savings clause inap 
plicable and the statute preempted by Section 2. "be 
cause the State's law conditions the enforceability of
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arbitration agreements on compliance with a special
notice requirement sot applicuble to contracts gener.
ally." 517 U.S. at 687 (emphasis added); see also
Preston, 552 U,S. at 356; Perry, 482 U.S. at 491-492
5 n.9; Southland, 465 U.S. at 10-16.

Hem too, California's rule conditioning the en 
forcement of arbitration agreements on the inclusion
of a terms authorising class-wide dispute resolution
runs afoul of this fundamental nondiscrimination
principle.

1. The fact that California's rule os 
tensibly applies to both arbitration
and litigation is not suf6cient to
bring it within the savings clause.

The Ninth Circuit held that, because California's
rule invalidating provisions that require bilateral
dispute resolution applies equally to arbitration
agreements and contracts that bar class action liti 
gation outside the context of arbitration," the rule
places arbitration agreements on the ssaN same
footing"' ae. other contracts and there&re is not
preempted. Pet. App. 14a (quoting Shroyer, 498 F.Sd
at 990) (emphasis in original). That holding is erro 
neous for several reasons.

To begin with, Section 2 sperifies that the sav 
ings clause applies to "grounds " * for the revoca 
tion of any contract. " 9 U.S,C. $ 2 (emphasis added).
"Section 2 embodies the national pohcy iavoring arbi 
tration and places arbitration agreements on equal
footing with all otker contracts." Buckeye Cheek

Cashing,546 U.S. at 443 (emphasis added). Accor 
dingly, a stats-law defense may be applied to invali 
date an arbitration provision only if "that law arose
to govern issues concerning the vshdity; revocability,
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and enforceability of contracts generously," Perry, 482
U.S. at 492 n.8 (emphasis added); accord Casorotto,
517 U.S. at 686-687. Needless to eay, a rule applica 

ble only to dispute-resolution agreemente is not one
that "arose to govern * contracts generally."

This Court hss never held or even hinted that
the antidiecrimination principle embodied in Section
2'e "any contract" requirement is eatis5ed eo long as
the state rule in question nominally apphes to both
litigation and arbitration. And for good reason.
Such a reading of the savings clause would result in
the exception swallowing the rule, because States in 
tent on "chip ]ping] away at [the FAA] by indirection"
~e , 5 82 U.S. at 122) easily could devise facially
neutral state laws that have the effect of superimpos 
ing all manner of piocedural requirements on arbi 
tration.

For example, whet if California adopted a law
precluding any contractual limitations on disowery
rights in judicial proceedings and. requiring that the
same discovery proceduxes apply in srbitrations?
Such a law would apply equally to both arbitrsl and
judicial dispute resolution, but its effect would be to
drain arbitration ef its benefits. It is inconceivable
that, Congress could have intended to permit States
to burden arbitration in that manner. See also pages
41-42, in fra (discussing additional examples).

Indeed, the very point of Section 2 wae to elimi 
nate an anti-arbitration rule that also applied to oth 
er types of dispute-resolution claueee. As this Court
has repeatedly explained, before enactment of the
FAA, "courts traditionally viewed arbitration clauses
as unworthy attempts to 'oust' them of jurisdiction"
and so "guardted] against encroachment on their
domain" by "refus[iugj to order specific enforcement
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of agreements to arbitrate." Vaden, 129 S. Ct, at
1274 (citing H,R. RIP. NO. 96, 68th Cong., 1st Sees.,
1-2 (1924)). "The origins of those refusals lie ia 'an 
cient times,' when ths English courts fought 'for ex 
tension of jurisdiction — all of them being apposed to
anything that would altogether deprive every one of
them of jurisdictian. Al l ied-Bruce, 513 U,S. at 270
(quoting Bernhardt, 350 U.S. at 211 n.5 (Fraxxkfur 
ter, J.. cancurring) (quoting in turn United States

Asphalt Ref. Co. v. 1Nnidad Lobe Petroleum Co. • 222
F. 1006, 1007 (S.D.N.Y. 1915) (quoting in turn Scott
v. Aoery, 5 H.L. Cas. 811 (M56) (Campbell, L.J.))).

This judge-made rule against contractual "ous 
ters" of jurisdiction proscribed not only arbitratian
clauses, but also forum-selection clauses, which were
similarly deemed '"contrary to public policy"' because
"their effect was to 'oust the jurisdiction' of' the
court." M/S Bremen, 407 U.S. at 9-10; eee also id, at
10 n, 10 (citing cases), Thus, the "ouster doctrine
applied to contractual dispute resolution generally,
and was not express]y limited to arbitration. The
Congress that enacted Section 2 of the FAA specifi 
cally to "attend/ to the problem" posed by the an 
cient 'ouster' doctrine" (Vadxsx, 129 S. Ct. at 1274)
could not possibly have understood the savings
dause to salvage the very rule it sought ta overturn.

Finally, even if nominally neutral, state rules
targeting only dispute-resolution clauses predictably
and inevitably wiH have a fax greater impact on arbi 
tration agreements — whose entire purpose is to allow
parties ta "specify by contract the rules under which
that arbitration will be conducted" (Volt, 489 U.S, at
478) — thaxx on any other type of contract. To hold
that the savings clause encompasses state rules that
apply only to dispute-resolution clauses thus would
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as a practical matter allow use of "the uniqueness of
an agreement to arbitrate as a basis far a state-law
holding that enforcement would be unconsciona 
ble" — precisely what Section 2 prohibits. Perry, 482

U.S. at 492 n.9.

For al l o f t hese reasons, California's near 

categorical ban on provisions requiring bilateral ar 
bitration is not saved from preemption merely be 
cause it ostensibly applies equally to "contracts that
bar class action litigation outside the context of arbi 
tration," Pet, App. 14a (internal quotation marks
omitted).7

2. The fa c t tha t u nc o nsoionability
broadly speaking is a defense appli 
cable to all contracts is not sufficient
to bring CaNfornia's rule within the
savings clause.

The Court has identified fraud, duress, [and]
unoonscionabilitp" as examples of the state-law
grounds that may jhll within Section 2's savings
clause, Casotrotto, 517 U.S. at 887. Latching onto
the reference to unconscionability in Casm"Ato, the
Ninth Circuit held that California's rule invalidating
agreements to arbitrate on a bilateral basis is eaved
from preemption under Section 2's savings clause
"'because unconscionabihty is a generally applicable
contract defense.'" Pet. App, 12a (quoting Shaper,
498 F.gd at 988). Here again, the Ninth Circuit wae
mistaken.

' If a rule United to disyute-resoiutioa oIausee were aot iavaUd
oa these ~ m oreover, it would still MI outside the eav 
iaSs clause for tIs! sarss reasons that Galiforaia Inar not j ustifr
its ruie as aa ostensiblr neutral ayyUcattoa of its excuiyatorr.
clause statute. See pages 40-48, irttru,
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That a state decision employs a general prin 
ciple of contract law, such as unconscionabihty, is not
always su%cient to ensure that the state-law rule is
valid under the FAA, Even when using doctrines of
general applicability, state courts are not permitted
to employ those general doctrines in ways that sub.
ject arbitration to special scrutiny." Iberia Credit
Bureau, 379 F.3d at 187 (citing Perry, 482 U.S. at
492 n.9); see also Oblix, Inc. v. 8'iniecki, 374 F.3d
488, 492 (7th Cir. 2004) (Easterbrook, J.) ("no state
can apply to arbitration (when governed by the Fed 
eral Arbitration Act) any novel rule" ). Yet that is
precisely what California has done in the case of pro 
visions requiring bilateral arbitration,

To state the obvious, the three-prong Discover
Bank test bears no resemblance to California's tradi 
tional unconscionability standard. A l though the
Ninth Circuit stated that the Diecouer Bank test "is
simply a re6nement of the unconscionability analysis
applicable to contracts generally in California" (Pet.
App, 12a-13a (internal quotation marks omitted)),
nothing could be further &pm the truth, The Discou 
er Bank test deviates in at least four significant ways
from the traditional unconscionability principles ap 
plied by Cahfornia courts outside the arbitration con 
text.

Piret, when it comes to all contracts other than
ones requiring resolution of disputes ou a bilateral
basis, California equates unconscionability with
terms that shock the conscience and to which no per 
son who is not acting under delusion would agree.
See pages 3-4, supru. That standard is the same one
that prevailed throughout the country at the time of
enactment of the FAA. See, e,g., Husie v. United
States, 1$2 U,S. 408, 411 (1889) (unconscionable con.
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tract is one that "no man in his senses and not under
delusion would make on the one hand, and. as no
honest and fair man would accept on the other" );
Byre v. Potter, 15 How. (56 U.S.) 43, 60 (1853) (doc 
trine of unconscionability was concerned with "such
an .unconscionab1eness or inadequacy in a bargain,

as to demonstrate some gross imposition or some un 
due influence; and in such cases courts of equity
ought to interfere, upon satisfactory ground of fraud;

but then, such unconscionableness or such inadequa 
cy should be made out as would, to use an expressive
phrase, shock the conscience, and amount in itself to
conclusive and decisive evidence of &aud") (citing J.
STORY, CONMENTAMES ON EQUITY JURISPRUDENCE

Q 244, 246 (1835)).
The Discover Bonk test abandons this traditional

standard. The present case proves the point. The

district court expressly found that, because of its
unique premium provisions, ATTMs arbitration
clause "prompts early payment of small dollar
claims." Pet. App. 42a.a Accordingly, the court
Bund, "a reasonable consumer may well prefer quic]t

informal resolution with likely full payment [under
ATTN'e arbitration provision] over class litigation
that could take months, if not years, and which may

• The Ninth Circuit deemed it irrelevant that ATTM has an
overwhelming incentive to resolve aII colorahle jaime prior io
the actual commencement M arbitration, reasoning that under
California Iaw "lw]e must determine only whether ths premium
provides adequate incentive to pursue individual arbttrotion,
not informal resolution." pet. App. 10a n.7 (emphasis in onsi.
nsl). That statement servos anly to highbght how far Califor 
nia hae strered from the traditional uncorusnonahiiity stan 
dard.
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merely yield an opportunity to submit a claim for re 
covery of a small percentage of a few dollars." Id r'd.

By desnition, a contractual term that "a reason 
able consumer may well prefer" cannot be conscience
shocking. And it certainly cannot be so extremely
conscience shocking as to make up Sr it being "on
the low end of the spectrum of procedural unconscio 
nability," as the district court found AVFM's arbitra 
tion provision to be. ld. at 3Ba (internal quotation
tnsrke omitted).

Second, when California courts evaluate uncons 
cionability challenges outside the context of provi 
sions that require bilateral arbitration, they consider
the fairness of the challenged provision to the parties
to the agreement be&re the court: They refuse to en 
force oontracts that are shockingly unfair to those
patties;e and they uphold contracts when such shock.
ing unfairness does not exist.»

s See, ag., 1l~i v. Be st, 37 Cal JLyp 4th 395, 410 (1995)
(invalidating clause conditioning transfer of lease 1'or dry clean 
ing business on tenant' s. payment to landlord of 75% of ths pur 
chase price of the business because the land)ord's "attempt to
appropriata a portion of the sale price of the business wae bla 
tant overreachiwPJ; Corboni v. Anrepids, 2 Calhpp.gd 76, 8$.
84 (1991) (holding that 80N6 annual interest on a secured loan
was unconscionable to borrower); 1tltis v, lifck'innon Bred, Co„
18 Cal.App.4th 1796. le& 1807 (1998) (invalidating as uncons 
cionable to emplayee a provision eatitliug employer to heep
commissmns received after employee left company).

" See, e.g., ebon v. U-Haut Co. of CuL, 148 CalApp.4th 798,
809 (99)0) ("$$0 fueling fee and additional charges for fuel
used but not replaced" in trudge rental contract "do rot shock the
corueiencs as a matter of law" as applied ta renter); Wayne v.
m~tss, f~, 185 C )App,4th 488, 488 (3008) (charging cus 
tomer "a 100 percent markup on [exowe-value insurance] cov 
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Here, by contrast, the courts below effectively
found that ATTM'8 arbitration provision is fair to the
Conceycions (and, indeed, any customer who invokes

it). Pet. App. 11a n.s, 39a-4la, 47a n,l0. Numerous
other courts have reached the garne conclusion.»

erage for which UPS charged only 80,35 per 8100 wae not un 
conscionable to custoxner); Korrxa v, Reduxed Empire Bascorp,
128 Cal>pp.4th 1$05, 1824 (2005) (banlx's termination fee was
not eo harsh or oppressive as to 'shodr, the conscience iu light
of casts '"for all oi' the services provided by the banh' snd "the
v alue [that was] caugxrrsd upon tbc plain~ , A i i , 46
CalApp.4th at 13$2 (contract terms that allocated the rist of
lach of sales between salesperson and employer were not "so
unfair or oppxussive in(their] mutual obligations" on the par 
ties to be unconscionable); Vance v. Vilh Rvk Mobilehome Ee 
xotee, 36 CsLApp.4th 6$8, 710.711 (19$5) pease term "pro 
vidling] for periodic increases in rent based on periodic increas 
es in costs" wae not unconscionably unfair to tenant).

See, e~., &ace v. Eaeterbrooke Ceihhr Corp., 681
F,Supp.gd 679, 685 (N.D. W. Va, 2010) (ATTMs provision gives
each customer "incentive ta bring his or her claim, reguxdless of
whether cisssi6ed as 'high' or 'small' dollar, and "in light of
these remaining incentives, the class action restriction cannot
be deemed unfair"); Ma jfat v, Colamc'ne, Inc„2010 WL 451083.
at 2 (LD. Mich. Feb. 5, 2010) (because of the pxumiums avail 
able under ATTM's p~ , a c onsumer's "potential xecxxvexy"
in axbitration "exceeds the value in time and energy required to
arbitrate her claims" ); iifabceuusdu, 2009 WL 1765661, at «8
(ATTN's arbitration clause "contains perhaps the most fair and
consumer-kiendly provisions this Court has ever seen"); Siroum
v. ATdiT hfabiIQp, Inc., 59S P.Supp,2d 8$4, 900 n.6 (S.D. W. Va.
200$) (ATTMs arbitration clause ie "unusually consumer.
centered"); Facie v. ATkThkbility f f C, 2009 WL41606S, at
«5 (E.D. Mich. Feb. 18, 2009) (ATThzre clause is 'fsix" to con 
sumers); see also Crne v. Qnguhr %reIeee, LCC, 2008 WL
4279690, at «8 (M.D. Pia. Sept. 15, 2008) ("li]n this case, there
is na limitation on attorneys' fees, snd under certain circums 
tances, customers may be entitled to double their attorneys'
fees," snd "there is no question that the arbitration agreement
provides all the same remedies available to plaintiSs under
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Because ATTM's arbitration provision undenia 
bly is fair to the Concepcions, the finding of "uncons 
cionability" rests entirely an concern for the rights of
persons oAer thon the parties to the agreement be 
fore the court: the third parties who would be in 
cluded within a hypothetical class action. That stan 
dard finds no support in California's generally appli •
cable unconscionability principles.

We have not located a single precedential Cali 
fornia decision holding a contract term unconsciona 
ble because of its effects on non.parties to the litiga 
tion, !ndeed, in an unpublished, non-precedential
decision, the California Court of Appeal itself recent.
ly observed that it was not aware of "any statute ar
case authorhing application of the doctrine of un 
conscionabillty for the benefit of nonparties ta the
contract," and criticized the attempt to "us[e] a con 
tract doctrine to vindicate social policy." Lynueod
Redeuelopment Agency v. Angelee Field Partners,
LLC, 2009 WL 4B90213, at '8 (CaL Ct. App. Dec. 10,
2009) (rejecting contention that contract between lo 
cal development agency and developers was unenfor 
ceable because it allegedly was unconscionably un 
fair to voters).

This plainly discriminatory application of Cali 
fornia's uncanscionability principles — basing a find 
ing of unconscionabQity solely an the impact of the

lFIorida's consumer-protection statute"), appeal pending, No,
08-10080-CC (11th Cir. argued Nov. 17, 2008); Lhwidson v.
Cingular Wirchse lLC, 2007%L 88684$, at "8 (E.D. Ark Nsr,
2$, 2007) (Siding that AlTMe arbitration clause requires

Ciagular to par ths full cost of arbitrating snr nou-frivolous
ciaims,' "does not ruftutre contldentiahty,""does not prohibit

punitive debates," and "aISeds subscribers e convenient srbi •
tral forum" ).
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challenged provision upon third parties-is prec 
luded by Section 2.

77aird, California's generally applicable uncons 
cionabiilty test looks to the "substantive unfairness"
of the challenged contract provision. In re Norriage

of Bonds, 24 CalApp,4th 1, 16 (2000); Marin Sto 
rage, 89 Cal.App.4th at 1056; see also pages 84-85
and notes 9-10,sempre (discussiug cases).

The inquiry with respect to provisions that re 
quire bilateral arbitration, by contrast, turns — as the
district court put it — on "California's stated policy of
favoring class litigation and [class] arbitration to de 
ter alleged kaudulent conduct." Pet. App. 46a. This
sharp difference in the governingstandard — )ooking
to social pohcy concerns relating to deterrence rather
than fairness to the contracting parties — also de 
monstrates impermissible discrimination.

Fourth, Calif'omia's codi5cation of its unconscio 
nability principle states that "fi]f the court as a mat.
ter of law 6nds the contract or any clause of the con 
tract to have been unconscionable at the time it t0os
mode f,] the court may refuse to enforce the contract."
C~ Clv. CODE $ 1670.5(a) (emphasis added). Apply 
ing this rule in a case involving a provision that spe 
cified that commissions would not be paid to former
employees on sales completed 30 days after the end
of employment, the California Court of Appeal ex 
plained that "[t]he critical juncture for determining
whether a contract is umenscionable is the moment
when it is entered into by both parties — not whether
it is unconscionable in light of subsequent events."
A/i, 46 Cal.App,4th at 1881.

The court there rejected the unconscionability
claim, which rested "largely on events that occurred
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several years after the contract was entered into,"
because "[wjhen viewed in light of the circumstances
as they existed * ' " when the instant contract was
executed, we cannot say the contract provision with
respect to compensation akcr termination was so un 
fair or oppressive in its mutual obligations as to
'shock the conscience.' Id. at 1392; see also West v.

Henderson, 227 Cal~p.3d 1578, 1588 (1991) (chal 
lenged "provision * ««was not unconscionable when
[plaintift] signed the lease" ).

Under the 1Xscooer Bank test, by contrast, the
uncanscionabihty of a provision requiring bilateral
arbitration is deternnned in view of the allegations
made in a particular. lawsuit. See 36 Gal.4th at 162 
163 (third factor is whether ."it is alleged that the
party with the superior bargaining power has carried
out a scheme to deliberately cheat large numbers of

consumers out of individually small sums of money").

This distinction makes a huge difference. Eva 
luating an agreement as of the time of contracting 
i.e„emanate — requires a court to assess the fairness of
the challenged contractual provision in the context of
all of the circumstances in which it could apply.
Here, for example, ATFM's arbitration provision pro 
vides customers with signi6cant benefits, in compar.
ison to the litigation system, with respect to claims
that are not susceptible to class treatment. See Mo 

karowski, 2009 NL 1766661, at «3; cf Pet. A pp. 41a.
42a, 47a n.10 (even customers whose daims are sus 
ceptible to class treatment may be better off with bi 
lateral arbitration under ATTKs arbitration provi 
sion). The ease of obtaining subsidized access to an
impartial decisionmaker, augmented by the premium
provisions, enable a customer ta press claims that
would be uneconomical to pursue in court. Cf. ONE,
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S74 F.Sd at 49l (" Employees fare well in arbitration
with their employers-better by some standards
than employees who litigate, as the lower total ex 
pensee of arbitration make it feasible to pursue
smaller grievances and leave more available for com 

pensatory awards.").

An assessment as of the t ime of contracting
might conclude that these benefits more than out 
weigh the impact upon the custome~nd even upon

third parties (but see pages 34-37, supra)-of the
preclusion of class procedures. In contrast, by basing
the analysis on the allegations raised in a particular
lawsuit months or years after contracting — i.e., ex
pos~he Discooer Bank test requires courts to ig 
nore the range of possible circumstances to which the
provision at issue might apply, greatly increasing the
likelihood of the bargain being struck down. Because
California takes an ee post, approach to determining
unconscionability only when provisions requiring bi 
lateral arbitration are at issue, tbe Lhscouer Bank

test represents an extreme departure kom generally
applicable unconscionability principles, not simply a
refinement" g et, App. 12a) of those principles. It
therefore does not come within Section 2'e savings
clause.

S. The fact that California's rule is os 
tensibly derived horn California's
prohihition against exculpatory con 
tracts is not sufficient to bring it
w)thin the savings clause.

The CXscooer Bank Court justified its rule by ref 
erent to a state law declaring exculpatory contracts
contrary to the State's public policy, 36 Cal.4th at
162-163. That statute provides:
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AH contracts which have for their object, di 
rectly or indirectly, to exempt anyone horn
responsibility for his own fraud, or wiHful in 
jury to the person or property of another, or
violation of law, whether wiHful or negligent,
are against the policy of the law.

CAL CIv. CODE $1668.

As a threshold matter, it is not at aH clear that a
state.law rule of this type~eclaring a particular
type of contract or contract provision invalid on pub 
licyolicy grounds-qualifies as a "ground) ~ * * at
law or in equity for the revocation of any contract"
within the meaning of Section 2. Certainly, this
Court has never recognised it as such. Cf. Casamthr,
517 U.S. at 687 (identifying fraud, duress, [andj un-'
conscionability" as examples of such grounds).

Public-policy rules targeting specific types of con 
tract provisions do not apply to "any contract," as
Section 2 requires. Rather, each rule focuses on a
particular type of contract or contract provision.
And — in contrast to doctrines such as unconsciona 
bility, duress, and fraud, which (properly construed)
involve the application of general principles to aH
contracts — each puhHc-policy rule reste upon policy
concerns speclfic to the type of contract or clause to
which it applies, and di6erent &om the policy con 
cerns underlying other public-policy rules.

In addition, the breadth and maHeability of "pub 
lic policy" would enable States to target arbitration
agreements, while purporting to advance a neutral
policy. This is no idle concern. The FAA's "purpose
was to reverse the longstanding judicial hostility to
arbitration agreements that had existed at English
common law and had been adopted by American
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courts," GilnMr v. Znterstats/Johnson Lane Corp,
500 U.S. 20, 24 (1991). Speci6cally, "early common
lass ' * ' regardted] arbitration agreements vrith ex 
treme disfavor as being contrary to public policy and
as ousting the courts of their legitimate jurisdiction."
AIL Fruit Co, v. Red Cross Lans, 2% F, 319, 821
(S.D.N.Y. 1921), affd. 5 F.hl 218 (2d Cir. 1924). To
construe Section 2 of the FAA to include "public pohi 
cy" as a basis for refusing to enforce an arbitration
provision would invite the resuscitation of judicial
hostility to arbitration.

Because "public policy" is so malleable — and thus
subject to manipulationMtates easily could identUy
policy reasons for tucluiring arbitratcrs to conduct
jury trials, employ the rules of civil procedure and
evidence, publish their decisions, and give collateral
estoppel elect to prior arbitral decisions, thereby ef 
fectively converting arbitration into litigation. Cf.
2i'@bert Lawrence Co. v. Beoonshire Fabncs, Inc., 271
F,2d 402, 406 (2d Cir. 19i$9) (the FAA waa enacted to
overrule "a great variety" of judicial "devices and
formu1as" declaring arbitration agreements "against
public policy" ).»

> The contract principles that the Court haa referenced in con
nection with Section 9 — 4kaud, duress, anc e uncoremionahility 
all relate to whether enforcing the agreement is consistent with
the party-autonosny principle underlying contract law. An ear 
ly decision interpreting the parallel provision of the New York
arbitration statute on which Section 9 of ths FAA is baaed re.
fsrred to aoother proviion of New York law that focused on
whether "the making of the contract e s s [was] in issue." In re
G a. Si@ Impugn'rSI CO., 194 N.Y.S.gd 16, 19-90 (App. Dtv.).
afrd siib aom. Gen. Sit Import&@ Co. v. Garrets Corp., 9$4
N, Y. 6N (19M) (per curiam); aee also 9 U.S.C. $4 (district court
"shall make an order directing the parties to proceed to arbitra 

tion in accordance with the terms of the agreement" unless the
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However, the COurt need not resolve here the
question whether public-policy rules ever may come
within the scope of Section 2's savings clause, be 
cause, even if they could, Section 2 would bar the ap 
plication of such rules in a manner that discrimi 
nates against arbitration agreements. Just as the

Discover Bank rule cannot be justified as an even 
handed application qf California's unconscionability
principle, it similarly cannot be justified as a nondi 
scriminatory application of the exculpatory.clause
statute. Rather, the State has devised a special legal
rule fbr this particular context, That is precisely
what Section 2 prohibits.

The district court found that the Concepcions
hkely would be better off pursuing bilateral arbitra 
tion under ATTKs arbitration dause than partici 
pating in a cIass action. Fet. App. 39a-4la, 47a n.10,
The Ninth Circuit agreed that "[tahe provision does
essentially guarantee that the company will make
any aggrieved customer whole who files a claim." Id.
at lla n.9. Thus, ATTM's arbitration provision is
not "exculpatory" in any ordinary sense of the term.

Yet both courts nonetheless held the arbitration
provision to be an unenforceable exculpatory clause
under Disaouer Bank. As the Ninth Circuit unders 
tood it, a provision requiring bilateral arbitration is

"making of the agreement for arbitration" or the hilure to
comply with the agreement's terms are iu issue). Fublie-policy
rules do not imphcaie the party autonomy principle. 2 E.
PasNswoitrH, Pasaatwosm ox CoNTsacrs $6.1, at 3 (Sd ed.
29)4) (contract law principles relating to "misrepresentation,
duress, and undue hdluence" are intended to assure that bsr.
gaining has taken place in a manner compatible with the public
interest in party autonomy," while public.policy rules serve dif 
ferent purposes).
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"exculpatory" and hence unenforceable under Biscoo.

er Bank so long as "not every aggrieved customer will
file a claim," Ib id, In other words, because some
customers may not &el aggrieved — a high likelihood
in this particular case (see icL at 45a (acknowledging
this possibility))an arbitration clause that provides
a powerful means of redress for those who do feel ag 

grieved is nonetheless deemed "exculpatory" under
Discover Bank's apphcation of Section 1668. This is

a wildly idiosyncratic interpretation of the exculpato 
ry-clause statute that applies only to provisions that
require bilateral arbitration.

In the first place, this application of the exculpa
tory-clause statute is "novel" (OIM4; 374 F.3d at 492)
because it focuses on potential impacts on non 
parties, as opposed to solely the party before the
court. California courts applying the statute in other
contexts base their decisions on whether the chal.
lenged contract provision impermissibly infringes a
contracting party's ability to vindicate his or ksr
rights. See, e.g., 7bnkl v. BeIIsnts of Ae Uniu. of

CaL, 60 Gal,2d 92 (1963) (hospital patient's waiver of
malpractice claims as a condition of t reatment);
Smoketrse-Lake hurray, Ltd. v. Il f i l ls Concrete
Constr. Co., 234 Cal.App.3d 1724, 1741 (1991) (Sec 
tion 1668 applies to exculpatory clauses, releases or
other provisions seeking to obtain an exemption or
waiver of liability from the inIjured part~. I n deed,
we have not located any decision outside the context
of provisions requiring that disputes be resolved bila 
terally ia which a contract provision was held invalid
under Section 1668 based solely on its effect on an al 
leged wrongdoer's liability to non.parties.

And if focusing on the impacts of a contract on
liability to non-parties were not "novel" enough, the
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Ninth Circuit's apphcation of the exculpatory-clause
rationale in this case depended on a prediction that
non-party customers who would be assured full re 
dress were they to pursue a claim nonetheless would
elect not to. We have not located a single case out 
side the arbitration context in which a contractual
provision was deemed "exculpatory" based on a pre 
diction that someone will volttrtfarily elect not to
pursue an available remedy. All of the cases apply 
ing the exculpatoryelause statute outside the arbi 

tration context involve affirmative hmitations on the
ability to pursue legal rights and remedies.»

The arbitration agreement does not impose any
such limitations, To the contrary, ATTM remains li 
able to all of its customers f'o r all wrongdoing. As
this Court, recently explained:

A claee action e ' " merely enables a federal
court to adjudicate claims of multiple parties
at once, instead of in separate suits. e * * [l]t
leaves the parties' legal rights and duties in 
tact and the rules of decision unchanged.

[A defendant'sf aggregate hability e e * does
not depend on whether the suit proceeds as a
class action. Each of the e e e members of
the putative class could e e e bring a &ees 
tanding suit asserting his individual claim.
It is undoubtedly true that some plainti8h
who ~ould not bring individual suite Sar the
relative]y small sums involved will choose to

> To be comp)etely preciae, a few ceeea hoM that Section 1608
invalidates proviaiona inderordtyins partiee far their wiUfui
misconduct, but they have been repwhated by the Cahtbrnia
Sapreme Cmirt. See Sagm fax Co. of Am. v. Robert S., RS
Cal.4th 768, VB'F (Q001).
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join a class action. That bas no bearing,
however, on [the defendant's] or the plain 
ti8's' legal rights.

Shady Grooe, 180 S. Ct. at 1448.

The district court understood Necover Bank as
being predicated on the concern that a provision re 
quiring traditional, bilateral arbitration "may 'serveO
as a disincentive for ta party with superior bargain 
ing power] to avoid the type of conduct that might
lead to class action litigation in the erst place."' Pet.
App. 46a (quoting IXacouer Bank, 36 Cal.4th at 169)
(alterations by the district court; emphasis added),

But a whole host of federal and state agencies 
including the Federal Communications Commission,
the Federal Trade Commission, the state attorneys
general, and the state public utility commissions 
are empowered to police systematic wrongdoing by
telephone companies. See Iberia Credit Bureau, 879

F.8d at 175 (identdying the fact that Louisiana at 
torney general can seek restitution on behalf of a
class of aggrieved customers as one reason why it
was not unconscionable to require bilateral arbitra 
tion).

Although the California Supreme Court perfunc 
torily disnussed the notion that government regula 
tion could serve as an "adequate substitute[/' for the

deterrent effect of a class action (Discover Bank, 36
CaL4th at 168), it offered nothing but ipse dixit to
support its belief. This Court has held, however,
that speculation is not a valid basis for refbsing to
enforce an arbitration clause. In Green Free Fman 
cial Corp.-Akabama v. Ran.do/ph, 531 U.S. 79 (2000),
the plaintiff argued that an arbitration agreement
that did not specify who would bear the costs of the
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arbitration was unenforceable because af the risk
that consumers would be deterred from pursuing
their claims under the Truth in Leading Act. Reject 
ing that contention, the Court explained that "[t]he
'risk' that [the consumer] wiH be saddled with prohi 
bitive costs is too speculative to justify the invalida 
tion of an arbitration agreement." 531 U.S. at 91.
Rather, the party seeking to avoid enforcement af an
arbitration agreement "bears the burden" of proving
that the agreement is likely to thwart vindication of
his or her claims. M at 91-92. Here too, the propo 
sition that the threat of enforcement action by regu 
lators, combined with fuU payment of all colorable
individual claims (see Pet. App. 11a n.9, 39a-41a),
might be ineufficient to deter systematic wrongdoing
is "too speculative ta justify the invalidation of an
arbitration agreement,"t4

> • The district court reasoned that because not all customers
would pursue @aims under ATFÃs arbitration dame,
"[i[aithM adherssun to California's stated policy of favoring
class litigation and arbitration to deter alleged fraudulent con
duet," compelled it to invalidate the arbitration proviaon. Pet.
App. 46a. But that court aho expressly found that "fsw class
members ' " e bother tc fds a claim when the amount they
wouM receive is emalL" I at 4la. And it ie beyond peradven 
ture that "[a] court's decision to ~ a class s u • places pres 
sure on the defendant to settle even unmeritorious claims.
Shady Croue, 130 S. Ct. at 1465 n.3 (Qinsburg, J., dissenting).
Accordingly, Cs5fornia's professed behef that class actions are
necessary for deterrence boih down to the proposition that de.
terrencs is served by imposing on all businesses — without re 
gard to culpability — the massive costs of discovery that typical 
ly precede a classmrtiScathn motion and the inevitable multi 
million-dollar fee award extracted by the class-action a~
as ths pries of peace. In other words, because class actions aL
uNoys cost vast amounts to defend and eventually settle with a
large transfer of wealth Ann the defendant to the class action
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ln short, even accepting the Ninth Circuit's belief
that ATTM's arbitration clause reduces ATTN's "ag 
gregate liability" (id. at l l a) , the dauae does not
immunige ATTM from all liability. In that respect as
welt, California'e application of the exculpatory 
clause statute here rests on principles difhrent from
the state-law rules applied outside the arbitration
context.

Thus, it is only by applying a state-law rule that
is "not applicable to contracts generally (Preston,

552 U.S. at 856), but instead. is aimed directly at
agreements to resolve dispute~almost invariably,
arbitration agreements — that the courts below couM
deem ATTM's arbitration provision unenforceable. If
allowed to stand, California's distortion of oontract 
law principles in the context of agreements to arbi 
trate on a bilateral basis would rend a gaping hole in
the FAA, as States could deem "unconscionable" or
"exculpatory" any arbitration clause that fails to pro 
vide for particular favored procedures (such as trials
by jury, plenary discovery, motion practice, or writ 
ten rulings). Because California law "conditions the
enforceability of arbitration agreements on com 
pliance with a special [unconscionability rule] not
applicable to contracts generally," the FAA "displac 

lawyers no matter how guiltless the deiendaat may be, alI
busiaesees will be deterred hem engaging ia m isconduct by the
very eaiateace o( ihia eatereality-producing procedure. Thai
hind cif rationale has ao more pbce here than it does elsewhere
ia the law. Cf. Rotc Farm kfut. Auto, in+ Co. v. campbell, M8
U.S. 498, 4>7-Ois (9OOa> ("'(Tjhe Due Proces Clou do aot
permit a State to clarify arbitrariness as a virtue.") (oootiag
Pbc. hfut. Life lac. Co. v. Hastip, 499 U.S. l, 59 ( l991)
(CConnor, J., diaseatiag>) (alteration by the Court).
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es" California law "with respect to arbitration
agreements covered hy the Act." Casarotto, 517 U.S.
at 687.

C. California'e Rule Invalicbating Agree 
ntents To Arbitrate On A Bilateral Basis
Is Preernpted Because It CortRote With
The FAA.

Calijbnua's rule is invalid for a second, indepen 
dent reason. ? t is preempted under established prin 
ciples of conflict preemption. As this Court recently
explained, "[t)he FAA's displacement of conflicting
state law is 'now well-established,' * s s and has been
repeatedly reaKrmed." Preston, 552 U.S. at 368

(quoting AlMd-Brttm, 513 US, at 272).

Here, California's rule conflicts with the FAA in
two ways. Each conflict provides sufflcient grounds
jnr preemption of the. state law,tt

< Justice Thomas recently expressed skepticism about ™naplisd
preemption doctrume that wander fbr firom the statutmy text."
Wysth. v. Levine, 199 S. Ct, 1187, 120d (9009) @borneo, J., con 
curciag in the judgment). Ia Juetios Thomas's view', "lt]he Su 
premats' Clause ' " requires that preemptive effect be given
only to those federal standards and pohcies that are sst forth
in, or nscsssorify follow fiom, the statutory text ~ s ~." fd. at
1907, "Congressional and agency musings do aot sati~ that
requirement. Ibid. Instead, "evidence of preemptive purpose
must be sought in the text ond structure of the provision at is.
sue." Rid. (iatems1 quotation marks and brackets omitted;
emphasis added).
Tbs confiict.preemption argument here is aot based on "ge 

aeralised notions of congreeaonal purpose," but instead is Gvm 
ly rooted in "the text aad structure" of tbs FAA. Specifically,
Section 4 of the FAA empbasisse that when the making of an
arbitration provision is not at issue, courts must dizectg the
parties to proceed to arbitration in accordance zklt tbs termsof'
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1. California's r u le confl icts wi th t h e
FAA's purpose — which ls evident in
the text and structure of the sta 
tute — of allowing parties to select
their own dispute-resolution proce 
dures.

As we have already discussed (me pages 24-26,
supra), the core purpose of the FAA — re6ected in the
text of Sections 2, 3; and 4-was to ensure enforce 
ment of agreements to arbitrate in accordance with
their terms, especiaIy the terms governing the pro 
cedures to be applied. California's rule conditioning
the enforcement of arbitration provisions on the in 
clusion of a term permitting class-wile dispute reso 
lution squarely con6icts with that core purpose,

To begin with, it is self-evident that conditioning
enforcement of an arbitration provision on inclusion
of a term adopting a particular procedure — here,
class-wide dispute resolution — is "fundamentally at
war with the foundational FAA principle that arbi 
tration is a matter of consent." S@lf-&ie4ert, 130 S.
Ct, at 1776.'s

the ogvvvmenl." (emphasis add»+. 1n combination with Section
2, which provides that arbitration agreements generally "shall
hs valid, Irr»vocabls, and »affable," Section 4 constitutes a
statutory rsquiz»ment that courts enforce arbitration provisions
"aocording to their terms". (Rent-A-Center, 130 S. Ct. at 277Sj 
particularly when it cozies to the proceduresspeckedby tbs
parties (~tI, 129 S, Ct. st 1471). Preemption under the FAA
is thus based not on "musing about goals or intentions" (Wyeth.
129 S. Ct. at 1215 (TbostLas, J., concurring in the judgment), but
rather on the very text and etructur» of the FAA.

> This is uot to say that the FAA precludes States from impos 
ing a general standard — such as a requirement that the parties'
chosen procedures ensur» that claims kasibly can be vindicated
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Moreover, if States can "superimpose] class ac 
tion procedures on a contract arbitration" (South 

hnd, 466 U.S. at 8), there would be no end to the
other procedures on which they could insist. Indeed,
they could effectively condition enforcement of arbi •
tration agreements on abandonment of all of the pro 

cedural ef5ciencies that make arbitration desirable
in the 6ret place.

For example, concerned that traditional arbitra 
tion hinders p~ si t uated similarly to the plaintiff
from learning of inkingemente of their legal rights. a
State could condition enforcement of arbitration
agreemente on inclusion of a requirement that the
arbitration decision be published. Or, convinced of
the superiorityof jurytrials, a State could insist that
arbitration agreements require arbitrators to con 
vene juriee (either with or without the assistance of
the judiciary) to resolve factual issues. Or, diesatia 
Ged with the more limited scope of discovery in tradi 
tional arbitration, a State might condition enforce 
ment of arbitration agreements on their incorpora 
tion of the state or federal rules of civil procedure.

The scope of the proceduree that States could
impose on arbitration would be limited only by their
imagination. In the end, arbitration would be con 
verted into htigation, and the FAA would be ren 
dered a nullity. As the Fifth Circuit has explained, if
States can insist that arbitration embody any cha.
racteriatic of litigation, they can insist on "all of the
procedural accoutrementa that accompany a judicial
proceeding," which would amount to "an attack on

is srbiirstien-eo hma ss it lesves it to the psrLs:s to select
those pmcedsres.
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51

the character of arbitration itself." Iberta Credtt Bu 
reau, 378 F.3d at 176-176 (emphasis added).

That was the basis of the Court's preemption
holding in Preston, which involved a provision of the
California Talent Agents Act PPAA") that required
disputes under that Act to be submitted to Califor.
nia's Labor Co~missioner in the 5rst instance — prior
to either litigation or arbitration.~'

Noting that "[t]he FAA's displacement of oonfhct 
ing state law is 'now well. established, the Court
held that "the FAA supersedes" the Calif'ornia sta 
tute. Prestoa, 552 U.S. at 353, 369 (quoting Allisd 
Bruce, 513 U.S. at 272). As the Court observed, "[a]
prime objective of an agreement to arbitrate is to

achieve 'streamlined proceedings and expeditious re 
sults."' ld. at 357 (quoting hfitsisbishi htotore, 473
U,S. at 633). That objective "would be frustrated" by
the TAA, the Court exphined, because "[r]equiring
initial reference of the parties' dispute to the Labor
Commissioner would, at the least, hinder speedy res 
olution of the controversy." M. at M8. Because of
that c'tear conflict between the state-law rule and the
federal-law principle, the state law was preempted,

'~ The TAA 4d contain an exemption to this exhaustion' re 
quirement for arbitration agreements betsseen talent agents
aud their customers if the agreements provided for notice to the
Labor Comnnaeioner and an opportunity to attend the hoaxing.
But the Court found this esemptiou to be "of no utility" to the

petitioner, who "wouM bove been required to concede a point
fatal to his claim ibr compensation — i.e., that he ie a talent
«gent, albeit an unhcensed one-and to have drafted his con 
tract iu compliance eath a statute that he maintains ia inap 
plicable, Preston, 66% U,8. et 866.
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Here, as in Preston, California has insisted on
superimposing its own preferred procedures on a
contractual arbitration. ln Preston, the respondent
contended that enforcing his arbitration agreement
without the overlay of the TAA's exhaustion re 

quirement "would, undermine the Labor Commis 
sioner's ability to stay informed of potentiaUy Nega]
activity * * and would deprive artists protected by

the TAA of the Labor Commissioner's ezpertiae."
552 U.S, at 35S. This time the pro6ered rationale is
that the agreement to arbitrate on an individual ba 
sis interferes with the state policy of using c]ass ac 
tions to 'deter" corporate misconduct, But as in
Preston„because the arbitration agreement requires
the Concepcions to "relinquishP no substantive
rights (id. at 359), state law must give way.+

+ Although not a preemption case, Qitmsr reinforces Pieston's
holding that state policy cannot trump the FAA when the arbi 
tration provision does not require rehnquishment of substan 
tive rights. In Gitjnsr, this Court, rejects a plaintiffs exhorta 
tion to declare cIaime under the Age Discriluinatkm in Em 
ployment Act ("ADEA") non-arbitrebbL The Court disagreed
with the suggestion that the "important social policies" (600
U.S. at g2) of the ADEA would be undermined because of the
inaMiiy to pursue claims on a ciass wide basis. explaining that
"even if the arbitration could not go forward as a cIass action cs

class relief couM not be granted by the arbitrator, the fact that
the [ADEA] provides for. the possibility of bringing a coHective
action does not mean that individual attempts at condlistion
were intended to be barred." Id. st SQ (elterathns in original;
internal quotation msrhs omittedI. instead, the Court held,
"(s]o long as the prospective licuiant effectively msy vindicate
gus or her] statutory cause of action in the arbitral &rum, the
statute wiD continue to serve both its remedial and deterrent
function." fd. at gs (Internal quotation marks omitted; altera 
tions in origin<; see also Eundotph, 631 U.S, at 90. lf that is
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2. California's rule wN frustrate the
FAA's purpose — re5eoted in the text
and structure of the statute — of re 
moving irnpedirnents to arbitration.

The entire text and structure of the FAA in gen 
eral, and Section 2 in particular, embody a federal
pohcy favoring arbitration." Moses H. Cone, 460 U.S.
at 24. I f upheld, California's rule conditioning en 
forcement af arbitration provisions oa the inclusion
of a term authorizing dass-widc dispute resolution
will lustrate that policy because businesses will give
up on arbitration altogether rather than subiect
themselves to the risk of a class arbitration. As this
Court recently recognised, the "changes brought

about by the shift from bilateral arbitration to class 
action arbitration" are "fundamental," Smolt-lVishen,

130 8. Ct. at 1776-1776.

To begin with, "tt]n bilateral arbitration, parties
forgo the procedural rigor and appellate review of the
courts in order to realize the benefits of private dis 
pute resolution; lower costs, greater efficiency and
speed, and the ability to choose expert adjudicators
to resolve specialized disputes." Id. at 1776, By con 
trast, class-action arbitration is every bit as burden 
some, expensive, and time-consuming as class-action
litigation — if not more so,~e Indeed, class arbitration

eo when federal policy is concerned, it is all the more eo when
state policy ie concerned.

+ For example, the AAA's class arbitration proceduree largely
duplicate the Federal Rules of Civil Procednre — with the excep
tion that they provide that, once the arbitrator ieeuee a "dass
determinatioa award," the parties mey move to vacate or con 
Srm that interhn award in the district court. See generally
AAA, Policed on Ches Arbiirotions, ot httpfhnrw.adr.org/
Classarhitratioopolicy,
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is the quintessential example of arbitration "mu 
tat[ing] into a private judicial system that looks and
costs like the lit igation it's supposed to prevent."
Todd Carver tk Albert Vondra, Alternatioe Dispute
Resolution: Why It Doesn't Work and Whly It Does,

HARY. BUS. REv. 120, 120 (May 1984).so

Meanwhile, "the commercial stakes of dass.
action arbitration are comparable to those of class 

action litigation, even though the scope of judicial re 
view is much more limited." Stolt-Nielsen, 130 S. Ct.
at 1778 (citation omitted). Unlike in court, where
appellate review of class certification and merits de 
terminations is robust, the standard for vacating an
arbitrator's decision on such issues is "among the
narrowest known to law." Dominion No|co Satellite,
Inc. v. Zchostor Satellite LL.C., 430 F.3d 1269, 1275
(10th Cir. 2005) (interna1 quotation marks omitted).
Consistent with the "national policy favoring arbitra 
tion," the FAA provides only "the limited review
needed to maintain arbitration's essential virtue of

Is That is why class arbitration was virtually unheard of befbre
this Court's decision in Boaste. As one academic reported in
2000, despite an extensive effort" to locate a~ w ho ha d
participated in class arbitratious, her research fmmd just a

handful," indicating that "very Snv arbitrations have been han 
dled aa clsee actions," Jean Sterulight, As hhndotory Bincttng
Arb@rotiort hfeets the Ctoes Action, WN the Ctose Acnon Bur.
utoef, 42 VOL tb Waar I RSV. 1, 88-41 Ih n.14$ (2000). 1ndeed,
it was not until 200S, in the vrahe of Baarte — which raised the
possibility that an arbitration agreement not expressdy rcquir.
ing parties to proceed on au individual basis might be construed
to permit class arbitration~that the major arbitration provid 
ers finst promulgated rules for class arhitrations. David Clancy
Sc Matthew Stein, An Untnottwt Quest; Ctoss Arbttrotions and
the Peterut Arbitrotion Act'e Keggtatioe History, 68 BUS. Law.
55, 56 ib n. 1 (2007).
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resolving disputes straightaway." Hall St. Assocs.,
562 U.S. at 688. Accordingly, an arbitrator's rulings
regarding class certi5cation, the scope of any class,
the admissibility of expert testimony or other impor 
tant evidence, whether or not the claim was proven,
and the amount of damages can rarely, if ever, be
disturbed by a court.

Moreover, even if a denudant wins a class-wide
arbitration, it can have no assurance of 6nality be 
cause absent class members may contend that they
were not afforded the due process protections neces.
sary to make a class-wide award binding on them.
Because many courts have held, that arbitrators des 
ignated by contracts between private parties are not
bound by the U.S. Constitution's due process clauses
(see Carole Buckner, Due Process in Chss Arbitra 
tion, 68 FLa. L. REV, 185, 187 n.6 (2006) (citing cas 
es)), there is a risk that courts will embrace such an
argument. See also Edward Bilich, Consumer Arh 
trotion: A Ches Action Panacea, 7 ~sS AcrloN LI 
TIO. REP. (BNA) 788, 771 (2006) (because of the "de 
ferential standard of review" of arbitrators' decisions
there is "no assurance that the class' arbitration
proceedings would be binding on absent class mem 
bere").

Given the risks entailed in cibss arbitration and
the absence of any offsetting benefLts, no rational
business would wiHingly subject itself to this worst 
of-both-worlds scenario. Indeed, in response to prior
decisions of the Ninth Circuit refusing to 6nd Cali 
fornia's policy favoring class actions preempted by
the FAA, the nation's largest cable company, Com 
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cast Corp., has already abandoned arbitration in Cal 
ifornia."

Accordingly, California's rule conditioning the
enforceabihty of arbitration provisions on the availa 
bility of class-wide arbitration is for all practical
purposes a ban on consumer arbitration agxeexnents.
As such, California's xule cannot be reconciled with
the FAA's policy of promoting arbitration See Waffle
House, 534 U.S. at 310 (Thomas, J., dissenting) (a
"result [that) discourages the use of arbitration
agreements " e e is " e * completely inconsistent with
the policies underlying the FAA"); see also Tr. of Oral
Argument at 53, Gree/t Tree Fin. Corp. v. Bamfe, 539
U,S, 444 (No, 02-634) (Apr. 22, 2003) (Justice Scslia
'Why isn't the Federal Arbitration Act more reason 
ably interpreted as directed at those State laws
that * * ' are destructive of arbitration, that * * * are

hostile not in the sense of any * e ' mental intent,
but that in their operation make it difhcult for par 
ties to enter into arbitration agreexnentsg, ooailewe
txt 2003 Wf. 1989562. Because it "stands as an ob 
stacle to the accomplishment and execution of the
full purposes and objective of Congress" (Uttt'ted

States v. Lecjre, 529 U.S. 89, 109 (2000) (internal qu 
otation marks omitted)) in enacting the FAA, Cali 
fornia's near~tegoxical ban on provisions requiring
bilateral arbitration is preempted.xx

n See CouLcaat Agreement for Residential Services l 19jr„ut
http: //vrvtv/.cotncaat.net/terrna/aubacriber/ QF YOU ARE A
COMCAST CUSTOMER IN CALIFORNIA, COMCAST WILL
NOT SEEK TO ENFORCE THE ARBITRATION PROVISION
ABOVE UNLESS WE HAVE NOTIFIED YOU OTHERWISE, ).

r~ See, e4'., Bonito Bouts, Inc. v. 1%andar Cru/I Bouta, Inc., 489
U.S. 141, 157 (1989) (state-law protection of unpatentable in 
ventions waa preempted beoauae it "could eaeentiailr rearect
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CONCLUSION

The judgment of the court of appeals should be
reversed.

Respectfully submitted.

Darn>a M. FAI.K KENNETH S. GENTLER
Mayer Broton LLP Cottnael of Record

Tue Pro Alto Square ANDRE@ J. PINevs
8000 El Ccrnino Beol EVAN M. TAGER

Suite 300 ARCHIS A. PAILASHAEQQ

P lo Alto, CA 94806 KEVIN RANLITI

(6$0) 381 2000 Mayer &own LLP

1999KStreet, lVWNEAI. BEMNHOUr
8'aehington, DC 80006

AMTNIobility LLC
1085 Lenox Perk

(808) 863-8000

Suite 5C48
Athnte GA 80818
(404) 986'-1487

Counsel for Petitioner

AUGUST 2010

inventive efforts away from the careful criteria of patentabihty
developed by Congasover the last gN years'"j; Sf@or v. hfPEE

Corp., 467 U.8. 6N, 6S6 (1988) (federal mcurities laws
preemptsd stats tender offer regulation, which gave incumbent

management ~ v a tewerfnl tool to combat tender offers, be
cause "[t]hose consequences sre precisely what Oongreee de 
termined should be avoided"); see also ¹u York State Conf. of
Btws Cross di Btns Sktrld Pkuur v, Vhrartsrs Inc. Co., 614 U.S.
646, 66S (1886) (ERISA, which hae the purpose of promoting
regulated plane' flexibility in providing coverage, would
preempt a state lsw that "produce(el such acute, albeit indirect,
economic effects, by intent or otherwiee, ae to tbrce an ERESA
plan to adopt s certain scheme of substantive coverage").
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la

sOf t 't ' l
A

The Supremacy Clause of the Constitution (Art.
VI, cl. 2), provides in pertinent part:

This Constitution, and the Laws of the
United States which shall be made in Pur 
suance thereof *~~ shall be the supreme
Law of the Land; and the Judges in every
State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in
the Constitution or Laws of any State to the
Contrary notwithstanding.

Section 2 of the Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA"),
9 U.S.C. f 2, provides in pertinent part

A written provision in ' ~ ~ a contract evi 
dencing a transaction involving commerce to
settle by arbitration a controversy thereafter
arising out of such contract or transac 
tion, *'or an agreement in writing to
submit to arbitration an existing controversy
arising out of such contract, transaction, or
refusal, shall be valid, irrevocable, and enfor 
ceable, save upon such grounds as exist at
law or in equity for the revocation of any con 
tract.

Section 8 of the FAA, 9 U.S.C. f 3, provides in

pertinent part;

If any suit or proceeding be brought in any
of the courts of the United States upon any
issue referable to arbitration under an
agreement in writing for such arbitration,
the court in which such suit is pending
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shall on application of one of the parties stay
the trial of the action until such arbitration
has been had in accordance with the terms of
the agreement ~ ' ~

Section 4 of the PAA, 9 U.S.C. $ 4, provides in
pertinent part:

A party aggrieved by the alleged failure,
neglect, or refuel of another to arbitrate un 
der a written agreement for arbitration may
petition any United States district court
which, save for such agreement, would have

jurisdiction under Title N * * * for any order
directing that such arbitration proceed in the
manner provided for in such agreement. " * ~
[Ulpon being satis5ed that the making of the
agreement for arbitration * ' ~ is not in issue,
the court shaH make an order dh'ecting the
parties to proceed to arbitration in accor 
dance with the terms of the agreement. * * '

If the jury Bad that an agreement was made
in writing * ~ * the court shall make an or 
der summarily directing the parties to pro 
ceed with the arbitration in accordance with
the terms thereof.
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF

SPOKANE

MICHAEL RULE, et al No. 10-2-03220-1
PlaintiiIts),

AFFIDAVIT PURSUANT TO
Vs. GR 17(a) (2)

CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS INC.,
et al

Defendant(s),

L CRAVER, declares aud states:

I. I am etnployed with EASTSIDE PROCESS INC., and submit this deciaratiou pursuant to GR

17 (a) (2) as recipient of SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF STEVEN GOLDSTEIN IN
REPLY TO MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS" received via email ue r landSc mcast.net for
filing with the Court in this matter.

2. I have examined the document. The "SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF STEVEN
GOLDSTEIN IN REPLY TO MOTION TO SI'AY PROCEEDINGS" consists of one hundred

nine (109) four page(s), including the signature page, and this Declaration page. It iscompleted
and legible.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the foregoing is
true and correct,

DATED this I/19/11

RAVER SA
SIGNED OR ATTESTED BEFORE ME No

' '
t h ta t o f

THIS 1/I 9/I I

• «~Q + Py appointment expires: 09/21/13

"sssssss«"
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Honorable Gregory D. Sypolt
Hearing Date: January 21, 011

Hearing Time: 11:00 a.m,

R ED
TPf
09J+<Ot Qv>sr

"SPI ~q~

CLPPtP;

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR SPOKANE COUN'IY

10 MICHAEL RULE, individually and on
behalf of a Class of similarly sttuated

" ' Washington residents, NO. 10-2-03220-1

12 Plaintiffs, DECVWATION OF SERVICE

13 vs.

14 CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS„ INC., a ';
Pennsylvania corporation Dav>d

15 Leuthold, and JOHN DOAS 1-5...
'I

16 Defendants.

17

I, Denise Mary Pope, amcompetent to testify to the matters set forth herein

19 and make this declaration of my own personal knowledge and belief.

.20 On Wednesday, January 19, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of

the following documents via both email and U.S. Mail, with postage

thereon fully prepaid: Defendants' Reply in Support of Motion to Stay

23 Proceedings; Supplemental Dechration of Steven Goldstein in Reply to

24 Motion to Stay Proceedings; and this Declaration of Service.

25

DECLARATION OF SERVICE Betts
«MekfJ011911 12121202$0126 Pattei8On

Mines
Oaa Caawalea Ploce
$161e 1680
70I Pike Sheet
Saa18a, 1Nazhhglan 98101 W27
(206) 29~88
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Counsel Served:

DARRELL W. SCOTT
THE SCOTT LAW GROUP, P.S.
926 W. SPRAGUE AVENUE, SUlTE 680
SPOKANE, WA 99201

MATTHEW l. ZUCHETTO

THK SCOTI' LAW GROUP, P.S.
926 W. SPRAGUE AVENUE, SUKf E 680
SPOKANE, WA 99201
Email.' matthewzichetto ma . m

10 TIMOTHY DURKOP, WSBA ¹22985
DURKOP LAW OFFICE
2312 N. CHERRY STREET, SUITE 100
SPOKANE, WA 99216

12

13
ON P L lF ' CO

14
ROBERT R. SPARKS

15 PARRY, DEERING, FUTSCHER 4 SPARKS, PSC

16 411 GARRAND STREET
COVINGTON, KY 41011

17

19
l declare the foregoing to be true and accurate to the best of

my
knowledge under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of

20
%'ashington.

22

23

Denise M Pope
24

25 Executed this 19th day of January, 2011 at Seattle, Washington.

DECLARATION OF SERVICE -2 
<dddd&IOtldt t t& t&I&02&Dl&d Betts

Patterson
hAines
One Caedtttsett Place
Stdte t&00
70) Pike Sheet
Sealtte, Wadhdttttan9810t-3927
(206) 292-9988
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON IN AND FOR THE

COUNTY OF SPOKANE
No. 10-2-03220-1

MICHAEL RULE, individually and on AFFIDAVIT PURSUANT TO
behalf of a Class of similarly situated GR 17(a) (2)
Washington residents,

Plaintiffs,

CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS, INC., a .
Pennsylvania corporation; David
Leuthold, and JOHN DOES 1-5;

Defendant.

G SAUERLAND, declares and states:

l. I am employed with EASTERN WASHlNGTON ATTORNEY SERVICES., and
submit this declaration pursuant to GR 17 (a) (2) as recipient of "DECLARATION OF
SERVICE" received via email [gsauerland®comcastwct] for filing with the Court in this

matter.

2. I have examined the docutnent. The "DECLARATION OF SERVICE" consists of
THREE (03) page(s), including the signature page, and this Declaration page, It is completed and
legible.

I decline under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the

foregoing is true and correct.

DATED this 19TH DAY OF JANUARY 2011

S RLA N D

Sl ED BEFORE ME

THIS 19$H DAY OF JANUARY 2011
~ Cfg~

~®p$WP
'V IA L CRAVER

~ Tji g Notary Public in and for the State of

g Washington, County of Spokane.
My appointment expires: 10/11/17

COU~
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"ILED
JAIL g Q egg

r9tott9gg F,F

~COVhqyc~R

The Honorable Gregory D. Sypolt
Hearing Date: January 21, 2011

Hgearing Time: 1 I:00 a.m

6

SUPEMOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR SPOlG&E COUNTY

MICHAEL RULE, iqdiyidually and on
behalf of a Class of similarly situated
Washington residents, NO. 10-2-03220-1

10 PlaintifIs, DEFENDANTS' REPLY IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO

VS. STAY PROCEEDINGS

CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS, INC., a
Permsylvania cognation; David

13 Leuthold, and JOHN DOES 1-S,

Defendants,

Plaintiffs' Response demonstrates why a stay should be ordered in this case pending the

outcome of two matters currently before Washington State Supreme Court and the United
17

States Supreme Court.
18

Phintiffs admit that the Washington State Supreme Court, in Carlse99t, Freedom Debt
19

Relief, Cause No,; 84858-1, will impact this case - one way or another, Pls' Resp. at 4.
20

Plaintiffs aho admit that class certification will be impacted by sn, opinion Rom the United
21

States Supreme Court in AT & T Mobil ty LLC, No. 09-893, ss it will likely define the nature

and scope of Plaintiffs' motion for class certification, if any. Pis' Resp. at 5. Nevertheless,
23

Plaintiffs argue that Defendants' motion is based on speculation, premature, and will delay

justice for Plaintiffs and the potential class.
25

DEFENDANTS' REPLY IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS Betts
%QUOI I 91 I 11$$20250I 24 Patterson

Mines
One CarnnntIIon 9tnne
Svile 140
1'O'L Pke Sinnet
Searle. WOIhtnSIOt 9B1014927
I206I 292MBB
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Plaintif& ignore that this Court will benefit from the guidance from both Courts'

decisions. Such guidance will advance the spirit of fairness, as this litigation could be rendered

moot pending the outcome of the Washington State Supretne Court's decision; will promote

judicial economy, because the two opinions will provide instruction with regard to the

applicable law and the potentia} nature and scope of the class, if one exists at all; and will

promote justice, because this Court is bound to make decisions consistent with thc authority of

the highest courts of the state or country and any decision absent those two opinions with

regard to the applicable law or nature of the class may be inconsistent. Defendants' Motion

should be granted to preserve fairness, judicial economy and justice.

10 A. Th e Carlssrt Case Directly Impacts Whether RCW 1$.28 Applies Here

Plaintiffs argue that a stay of this proceeding would be based on speculation because an
i

12 opinion issued by the Carlsstt Court may be favorable tc Plaintiffs, not Defendants, and thus a

13 stay is not warmted. Pls' Resp. at 4, Plaintiffs' argument misses the point. Defendants seek

14 to stay this proceeding now decause the Carlsett Court will issue an opinion that will impact

15 this case rendering the application of RCW 18.2$, et seq., Washington's Debt Adjusting Act,

16 either operative or not. Whether the Carlssn decision &vora PlaintifKs or Defendants, this

17 Court will benefit from and be bound by thc guidance of Washington's highest court. This is

18 particularly true given, as Plaintiffs' counsel argued in the Carlsen matter, that the issue

19 "certified to this Honorable Court presents an opportunity [for the Court] to address, Qrrtg

20 1 jgt titnc core provisions of the Debt Adjusting Act[.]" Pls.' Opening Brief at 2.

21 For example, one of the central issues pending in Carlsett is whether the tean "debt

22 adjusting" as defined in RCW 18.28.018(l) applies to a debt settlement company, such as

24 ' A copy of Ptsintif&' Opening Brief in Caplss95 ia attaChed as Exhibit A to the Supp. Decl. of

Steve Goldstein.
25
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defendant Century Negotiations, Inc. Should thc Carlsen court find that Freedom Debt Relief s

acts do not satisfy the definition of "debt adjusting," then the statute as a whole does not apply,

rendering this action moot. It would thus be a waste of judicial time and the parties' resources

to pursue this action, even through basic discovery, shouM the Court rule in Defendants' tnvor.

Even the possibility of rendering this rnatter moot should warrant a stay, as any action

undertaken to advance Plaintiff' case at this point may be meaningless and costly if they have

no case against Defendants.

Plaintiffs also argue that it would be premature to issue a stay until aScr tbe Washington

Supreme Court issues an opinion in Carlse91. Pls.' Resp. at 4. In doing so, Plaintiffs state that

10 Carlsen may settle, but provide no support for that contention. Id The Declaration of Darrell

Scott, filed in support of Plaintiffs' Response, is also silent on the issue. See Scott Declaration.

12 Indeed, over a week has passed since Pliuutiffs 61ed their Response, and Defendants' counsel

13 has received no update with regard to this alleged settlemcnt. Absent any evidence to the

14 contrary, this matter will be heard on March 15, 2011 by the Court,

15

16

18

19 Rcgsrdless of the outcome, this Court will benem from the Carlsen Court's opinion, as there

src two other issues that the Carisen comt is addressing: g ) whether payments specified by a debt
20 settlcmcnt company for participation in the debt settlement program satisfy the definition of "payment"

under RCW 18,28.080, snd (2) whether equitable offset alters the statutory remedy under RCW
21

18.28.090, which requires the debt adjuster to return to thc debtor all payments received from thc
debtor. Ex. A st 10.

22

' Supp. Goldstein Decl.

' Supp. Goldstein Decl. The Carlsen Plaintiffs are repiotenled by Daricll Scott, plaintifFs'
counsel heie, filed their Opening Brief on Janutuy 3, 2011. See Ex. A to Supp. Goldstein Deci.

25

DEFENDANTS' REPLY IN SUPPORT OF
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B. Wh @her Federal Preemption Applies la Critical To Determine Arbltrability And
The Nat88re and Size Of the Putative ClaSS

Plaintiffs argue that it is not clear whether the AT & Tease, currently pending before the

United States SupremeCourt, will have a bearing whether a putative class' claims can be

arbitrated when, as in this case, some of the ciauses prohibit class action arbitration. Pls.' Resp,

at 5, 6. In doing so, they contend that Washington law on the enforceability of class action

prohibits in arbitration clauses is fmmiy established. See, e g., Scott v. Cfngular /Fireless, 160

Wn2d. 843, 16I P.3d 1000 (2007), However, that is the exact issue before the United States

Supreme Court: whether state law which prohibits bars to class action arbitrations is pre 

empted by federal law to the contrary.
10

The argument advanced in AT & T is that the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S,C, $2, et al,

("FAA"), controls the enforceability of the arbitration clause, If the SupremeCourt holds that
12

the FAA applies in AT & T, then California law, which holds that class action prohibitions in
13

arbitration clauses are unconscionable, like Washington (see Scott, 160 Wn.2d at $54, 857j,
14

would be preempted by the FAA and the class action pmhibition in the arbitration clause would

be enforced as the clause is draftrxl. See, e.g, Brief of Petitioner, at 15-23 (" As applied to
16

ATTM's arbitration provision, California's near categorical ban on arbitration agreements that
17

do not allow for ches-wide dispute resolution is pseernpted by the FAA.").

Here, the same effect would result for those contracts which contain class action

prohibitions in the arbitration clauses. Although arbitration could be compelled, it would not
20

be on a class-wide basis; each individual whose contract contains a class-action prohibition

clause may be ordered to arbitrate against Defendants on an individual basis. 'Ile holding in
22

AT & T will thus directly impact the nature and size of the potential ches members, if any at
23

24
' A copy of the Brief of Petitioner is attached to Supp. Goldstein Decl. at Exhibit B.

25
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all, which Plaintiffs could seek to join in the irnmcdiate lawsuit when they move for class

certification.

In addition, mrtil AT & T is decided, there is essentially no benefit to conducting

discovery — even discovery limited only to class certification.. For instance, should arbitration

be ordered„ then discovery will be limited or controlled by the arbitrator not the court.

Moreover, undertaking discovery limited to only class certification issues, as Plaintiffs imply

should be done, will likely result in duplicative discovery efforts, As a leading treatise

reco~ized, "bifiircating class and merits discovery ... can result in duplication and unnecessary

disputes among counsel over thc scope of discovery, 3 Newberg on Class Actions g 9:44 (4th

10 cd.) (quoting Manual for Complex Litigation (3d cd)). This is true because "tdjtscovery

relating to 'class issues' is not always distinguishable from other discovery." Id. (quoting

12 Manual for Complex Litigation (2d cd.)).

13 Thus, conducting any discovery at this point would be premature, as thc nature and

14 scope of the class cannot be determined until after AT & T is decided, nor do the parties know

thc appropriate forum thc case may be litigated. All of these issues justify staying the

proceedings until the highest courts of the state and country issue decisions, so as to not waste

the Court's and the parties' resources.

18 DATED Sio ~/ day of Jaoooyy, 201 i.

19 BETTS, PATTERSON 8'c MINES, P.S.

20

21

22
Steven Goldstein, WSBA N1042
Laura E. Kruse, WSBA tIt32947

23 Attorneys for Defendants Century Negotiations, Inc. and
David Leuthold

24

25

DEFENDANTS' REPLY IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS Betts
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF SPOKANE

No. 10-2-03220-1

MICHAEL RULE, individually and on AFFIDAVIT PURSUANT TO
behalf of a Class of similarly situated GR 1 7(a) (2)
Washington residents,

Plaintiffs,

CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS, INC., a
Pennsylvania corporation; David
Leuthold, and JOHN DOES 1-5;

Defendant.

G SAUERLAND, declares and states:

1. I am employed with EASTERN WASHlNGTON ATTORNEY SERVICES., and
submit this declaration pursuant to GR 17 (a) (2) as recipient of "9EFKNDANTS' REPLY IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS" received via email
[gsauer]and@comcast.net] for R lingwith the Court in this matter.

2. 1 have examined the document. The "REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
STAY PROCEEDINGS" consists of Slx (06) page(s), inc1uding the signature page, and this
Declaration page. It is completed and legible.

1 declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the
foregoing is true and correct.

DATED this 19TI-I DAY OF JANUARY 2011

AND
S D BEFORE ME
THIS 1 D A Y OF JANUARY-,2011

~ CR4V@ L CIALCRAV

C+ WbRV Notary Public in and for the State of
y ~0

Washington, County of Spokane.

My appointment expires: 10/1 1/17
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FILED
gN Sl 20ti

THOMAS R FALLQUIST
SPOKANE COUNTY CLERK

< @we.t I GSEVe i35Ie ~I:I~ItI,i,I;I

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE

Michael Rulc
Petitioner,

CASE NO. 10-2-03220-1

Century Negotiations COURTROOM MPfUTES (TRMIlV)

Respondent.
Motion

Honorable GREGORY D. SYPOLT Dept. 11 irt Cotjrtroom 204
Terri RosadoVelazquez, Ct. Reporter Karen Bachtrteier, Judicial Assistartt
Friday January 21, 2011 @11;09

The pIaintiff is represented by Mr, Zuchetto. The defendant is represented by Mr. Steve Goldstein who is
present via Court Call.

SIGNED'. Nothing at this time.

By Michelle Getchell, Deputy Clerk

Clerk32 - COURTROOM MINUTES Page I of I
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The Honorable Gregory D. Sypolt

FILED
JAN 0"8 2011

YHQO4 8 P~p~gl.
~+I4HECOuIIIIV ~

SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE

MICHAEL RULE, individually and on behalf of
a Class of similarly situated Washington
residents,

10 NO. 10-2-03220-1
Plaintiffs,

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS'
12 MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS

CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS, INC., a
Pennsylvania corporation; DAVID
LEUTHOLD, individuaHy; and JOHN DOES

14 1-5,

15 Defendants.

16

17 THIS MATTER came before the Court on the 21st day of January, 2011, on

18 Defendants' Motion to Stay Proceedings. All pmties were represented by counsel.

19 In deciding this Motion, the Court considered the oral argument of counsel, together

20 with the following submissions by the parhes in support of and opposition to the Motion:

1, Defendants' Motion to Stay Proceedings;

2. Declaration of Steven Goldstein in Support of Motion to Stay Proceeding;
23

3. Plaintiffs' Response to Defendants' Motion to Stay Proceedings;
24

25 4. Defendants' Reply in Support of Motion to Stay Proceedings; and

WOFFK66

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STAY THE SCOTf LAW GRM1'
A FXOF666XFXAI. SPAVIN'F. CCRFQAA, XIX

PROCEEDINGS: 1 666 W FFXANIA AVRXIIF., FI: IIF 666
AFOXAXF., WA FFilllAII6&

(SAFER 666 3666
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5. Supplemental Declaration of Steven Goldstein in Reply to Motion to Stay

Proceedings.

o~mtg

Based on its consideration of the foregoing submissions and authorities, and being

otherwise fully advised in this matter;

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants' Motion to Stay Proceedings is DEMED

without prejudice.

DONE IN OPEN COURT this day of 2011.
10

12
HON L REGORY D. SYPOLT

13 Presented By:

THE SCOTT LAW OUP, P,S,

15

16
MAT W . TT , WSBA ¹ 33404

17 DA L COTT, W SBA¹ 20241
926 W. ue A v enue, Suite 680

18 Spokane, Washington 99201
Telephone: (509) 455-3966

19
Attorneysfor Plaintiffs

20
Approved as to Form and Notke of Preseatmeat Waived:

21

BETTS, PATTERSON 4 MNES, P.S.
22

23
By; A roy lect r oni l Ol/2I/Zoll

24 STEVEN GOLDSTEIN, WSBA ¹11042
LAURA E. KRUSE, WSBA ¹32947

25 Attorneys for Defendants

LAW GPPIC55

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STAY TRE SCOTT LAW GROUP

PROCEEDINGS: 2 A PAGPH5!IGIKAL 5992VILW lXlPPGl!ATIGIi!

925 W 595AGUP AVI.NII}l. 5VITE 999
5POLQlE WA 992914lS!

I2991 952 l969
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RLEO

APR 06 20$f

SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE

MICHAEL RULE, individually and on behalf of a
Class of similarly situated Washington residents,

10 Plaintiffs, NO. 10-2-03220-1

V. PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO
AMEND COMPLAINT

CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS, INC., a
Pennsylvania corporation; DAVID LEUTHOLD,

13 individually; and JOHN DOES 1-5,

14 Defendants.

15 Plaintiff, by and through his attorn ey, moves the Court, pursuant to CR 15(a), for an

16 Order granting leave to file his Second Amended Class Action Complaint, a copy of which

17 proposed Complaint is attached to the accompanying Declaration of Danell Scott as Exhibit

99A 99

This motion is based on CR 15 and the authorities and evidence set forth in the

20 supporting memorandum and laration of counsel, and on the records and files herein.

21 DATED this y of April, 2011.

22 THE SCOTT LAW GROUP, P.S.

23

LW. COTT, WS A ¹ 0241
25 MA EW J ~ Z AET TO, WSBA ¹33404

PLAINTlFF'S MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT: 1 LAW OPPIOE5

THE SCOTT LAW GROUP
A PROPB99IOWAI. 9IVICE ~ ?ION

9?5 W BPBAOII A VB9OB. BOI?B 590
SPOKANE, WA 9959I 4I(95

(5995 455-5999
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926 W, Sprague Avenue, Suite 680
Spokane, Washington 99201
Telephone: (509) 455-3966

-and 

TIMOTHY DURKOP, WSBA ¹22985
DURKOP LAW OFFICE
2312 N. Cherry Street, Suite 100
Spokane Valley, WA 99216
Telephone: (509) 928-3848

-and 

ROBERT SPARKS, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
DEERING, FUTSCHER 4 SPARKS, PSC
411 Garrard Street

10 P.O. Box 2618
Covington, KY 41012-2618

Attorneysfor PIaintfg

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

21

22

23

24

PLAIIFF'8 MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT: 2
LAW OPPICBS

THE SCOTT LAW GROUP
A PROPSSNONAL SBRVIOB CORPORATION

VSS W SPSAOUB A VBNUK, NIITB SSO
SPOBANF WA SPIO I 4NSS

CSBI ISA IRIS
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1 hereby oertify that on the ~ day of April, 2011, 1 sauced to be served a true sud
correct copy of the foregoing document as indicated, addressed to the following:

Steven Goldstein VIA FIRST CLASS MAIL
Laura E. Kruse VIA EMAIL 8
BETTS, PATTERSON 4 MINES, P.S. VIA HAND DELIVERY 0
701 Pike Street, Suite 1400 VIA FACSIMILE 0
Seattle WA 98101

SCHLIN

10

12

13

15

16

17

19

20

23

24

25

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEhR COMPLAINT: 3
lA W OPP6C86

THE SCOTr LhW GROUP
A PBttPBsst01666 BBBvtuB ~ t ten t

995 W OPBAttUB AVBPttlt6 stttrB ON
965BAAtB, WA 99N tat666

(5091 655-9966
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FILED

APR 96 200

hKNae a PINLONsr

SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE

MICHAEL RULE, individually and on behalf
of a Class of sunilarly situated Washington
residents,

10 NO. 10-2-03220-1
Plaintiffs,

DECLARATION OF DARRELL W.
SCOTT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO AMEND THE

CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS, INC., a COMPLAINT
Pennsylvania corporation; DAVID
LEUTHOLD, individually; and JOHN DOES

14 1-5,

15 Defendants.

16

17
DARRELL W. SCOTT makes the following declaration:

18

19
l. I a m one of the attorneys for Plaintiffs in the above-captioned class action. I am

20 over the age of 18 and competent to testify and provide the foHowing information ofmy own

personal knowledge.

22 2. On A ugust 3, 2010, this class action was Bled in the Spokane County Superior

23
Court,

24
3. On September 16, 2010, Plaintiff 61ed his Amended Class Action Complaint.

25

DECLARATION OF DARRELL W. SCOTT IN
IAW OPPICRS

SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND THE SCOTT LLW GROVP

THE COMPLAINT: > A PROB! SSIGMAL SERVICE CORPORATION

% 6 W SPRAOOS AVRRUH, SUITE SSS
SPOEA%I, WA WOOI CRR

(SSS! SIMPSS
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4. On February 10, 2011, the deposition of David Leuthold was taken in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. As a result of the deposition, the Plaintiff discovered the identities of

additional potentially responsible parties.

5. Fol l owing the deposition, the PlaintiK conducted further investigation

concerning these entities and made the determination that certain defendants should be added

as additional parties at this time.

6. A me ndment is proposed because it advances justice, because the amendments

serve to advance the efficient administration of claims, and because amendment at this time
10

presents no prejudice to Defendants and avoids potential future prejudice to all parties,

12 7. A co py of the Proposed Second Amended Class Action Complaint is attached

13 hereto as Exhibit "A."

15
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the

foregoing is true and correct.
17

18 EXECUTED this day of April, 2011.

19

20
D LL . SCO T T

22

23

25

DECLARATION OF DARRELL W. SCOTT IN
LAW OP PRES

SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND THE SCOTT LAW CROUP

THE COMPLAINT: 2 A PROfESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION

PSS W SSIAOVH AVHNUH, SUllH SSS
SPORAISL WA PPSPI 4lf6

(509) SS5. I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the UFt ' day of April, 2011, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document as indicated, addressed to the following:

Steven Goldstem VIA FIRST CLASS MAIL
Laura E. Kruse VIA EMAIL 8
BETTS, PATTERSON k MINES, P,S. VIA HAND DELIVERY 0
701 Pike Street, Suite 1400 VIA FACSIMLE CI
Seattle WA 98101

TO - AESCHLIN
10

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

DECLARATION OF DARRELL W, SCOTT IN
LaWOFFIOEE

SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND THE SCOTT LAW GROUP

THE COMPLAINT: 3 A PEOFEEEEEIAL IERVICB OOEPOEAIIOW

FIE W EPEAUUEA VENUE EUIIE Ml
SPQ4QK WA PEW I-EWE

(PFF) IEPPEW
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EXHIBIT "A"
(PROPOSED) SECOND AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

EXHIBIT 3 Page 342
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SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE

MICHAE. RULE, individually and on behalf
of a Class of similarly situated Washington
residents,

10 NO. 10-2-03220-1
Plaintiffs,

SECOND AMENDED CLASS
ACTION COMPLAINT

12
CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS, INC., a

13 Pennsylvania corporation; DAVID
LEUTHOLD, individually; FREEDOM

14 DEBT RELIEF, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company; FAST TRACK DEBT

15 RELIEF, LLC, a Florida coiporation; DEBT
SHEILD, INC., a Maryland corporation; and

16 JOHN DOES 1-S,

17 Defendants.

18

19 I. INTROD UCTION

20 1.1 D e fendants engaged in a uniform conspiratorial and predatory business scheme

21 to enrich themselves at the expense of financially strapped Washington families by violating

22 Washington statutes designed to protect consumers from wrongful debt adjuster business

23 practices.

24 1.2 N a med Plaintiff Michael Rule brings this action on behalf of himself and a Class

2S ofsimilarlysituated Washington families for purposes of securing Class member remedies

SECOND AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT: I
IAW OPPICSS

mK SCQTr LAW GROUP
A PROPSSSIUNAL SSRVICS CISIPURATIOPI

666 W SPRA OUR APRPIUE, SUITS 6SP

SPORAL WA 66661 4166
(666> 666-6666
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provided for in chapter 18.28 RCW and chapter 19.86 RCW and for purposes of enjoining

Defendants Irom engaging in unfair and deceptive business practices.

IL PART I E S

2.1 P l a inti f M i chael Rule: Plaintiff Michael Rule is domiciled in the state of

Washington and a resident of Spokane County. Michael Rule is typical of many Washington

consumers and families that are currently financially struggling.

2.2 Def endant Century Negotiations9 Inc.: Defendant Century Negotiations, Inc.

("CNI") is a Pennsylvania corporation with headquarters at 1061 Main Street, Suite 19, Banco

10 Park, North Huntingdon, Pennsylvania. CNI is in the for-profit business of managing,

counseling, settling, adjusting, and liquidating the indebtedness of debtors, CNI does business

12 throughout the United States, including the state of Washington.

13 2.3 Defendant David Leuthold;Defendant David Leuthold ("Leuthold") is

14 domiciled in Pennsylvania. Leuthold is the Chief Executive Of5cer and stockholder of CNI,

15 Leuthold directed, participated in, and/or knowingly approved of the unlawful practices of

Defendants alleged in this Complaint.

17 2.4 D e fendant Freedom Debt Relief, LLC: Defendant Freedom Debt Relief, LLC

18 ("FDR") is a Delaware limited liability company with headquarters at 1875 S. Grant Street, San

19 Mateo, California. FDR does business throughout the United States, including Washington.

20 FDR is in the for-profit business of managing, counseling, settling, adjusting, and liquidating

21 the indebtedness of debtors. FDR, further, holds itself out to the public as engaged in these

22 activities. On behalf of CNI, FDR served as a "sales affiliate" and "lead generator" of CNI

23 with respect to the CNI debt adjusting contracts that are the subject of this litigation. FDR

24 actively marketed debt adjusting services to Washington consumers and solicited and secured

25 Washington consumer engagement of debt adjusting services through execution of a

SECOND AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT: 2
RA W OFF IGRI

THE scoTr Lkw GRQUp
A PRQFR55 IONAl 5RRVIGR CORPORA 11ON

W6 W 5PRAOVR AVRNUE, 5ITR RRI
IPGKAFE, WA 99lOM466

(599) 655 5%6
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standardized CNI debt adjusting contract. In this connection, FDR solicited and secured

Plaintiff Rule's agreement to a standardized CNI debt adjusting contract.

2.5 De fendant Fast Track Debt Relief: Defendant Fast Track Debt Relief, LLC

(" Fast Track" ) is a Florida corporation with headquarters at 6941 West Commercial Boulevard,

Tamarac, Florida 33319. Fast Track is in the for-profit business of managing, counseling,

settling, adjusting, and liquidating the indebtedness of debtors. Fast Track, further, holds itself

out to the public as engaged in these activities. On behalf of CNI, Fast Track served as a "sales

affiliate99and "lead generator" of CNI by soliciting and securing consumers' agreement to a

10 standardized CNI debt adjusting contract. Based on information and belief, Fast Track actively

marketed debt adjusting services to Washington consumers and solicited and secured

Washington consumers' agreement to a standardized CNI debt adjusting contract.

13 2.6 Def endant Debt Shield, Ine.: Defendant Debt Shield, Inc. (" Debt Shield'"J is a

14 Maryland Corporation with headquarters at 9212 Berger Road, Columbia, Maryland 21046.

15 Debt Shield does business throughout the United States, including the state of Washington.

16 Debt Shield is in the for-profit business of managing, counseling, settling, adjusting, and

17 liquidating the indebtedness of debtors. Debt Shield, further, holds itself out to the public as

18 engaged in these activities. On behalf of CNI, Debt Shield served as a "sales affiliate" and

19 "lead generator" of CM by soliciting and securing consumers' agreement to a standardized

20 CNI debt adjusting contract. Based on information and belief, Debt Shield actively marketed

21 debt adjusting services to Washington consumers and solicited and secured Washington

consumers' agreement to a standardized CNI debt adjusting contract.

23 2.7 Un named Defendants, Does 1 through 5, are additional persons, corporations,

partnerships, companies or other entities who have acted or are continuing to act in concert

25 with, in partnership with, or as agents of named Defendants, who have participated in the acts

SECOND AMENDED CLASS ACTlON COMPLAINT: 3
IA W OFFICES

THE SCOTT Lhw GROUP
A PR~ SERVICE CORPORATIDN

939 W SPSAOIIE AVES', SOIIE SIR
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and transactions alleged in this Complaint and who have responsibility for said acts and

transactions. The true names, identities, and capacities of Does 1 through 5 are presently

unknown to Plaintiff, but are the subject of discovery anticipated in this action.

HI. JUR I SDICTION AND VENUE

3.1 Th i s Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action, because it is based

upon violations of Washington's debt adjusting statute and consumer protection act.

3.2 T h i s Court has personal jurisdiction over each Defendant. Each Defendant

engaged in conduct in violation of chapter 19.86 RCW, which conduct had impact in

10 Washington, giving rise to personal jurisdiction pursuant to RCW 19.86.160, Defendants

regularly conduct business in Washington. Thus, Defendants have obtained the benefits of the

12 laws of Washington as well as Washington's consumer market.

13 3.3 Ve nue is proper in Spokane County in that the events that gave rise to claims

14 occurred in substantial part in Spokane County and Defendants transact business in Spokane

15 County.

16 IV. FAC TS

17 4.1 A l arge number of working Washington families are struggling to pay their

18 credit card debts because of economic forces largely beyond their control

19 4.2 Wa shington statutes protect Washington citizens from predatory, unfair, and

20 deceptive business activities by for-profit businesses that purport to assist Washington residents

21 in managing, settling, and/or paying their debts.

22 4.3 Defendants are each "debt adjusters
PPwithin the meaning of RCW 18.28.010 in

23 that they are engaged in the for-profit business of managing, counseling, settling, adjusting,

24 prorating and/or liquidating the indebtedness of Washington debtors or hold themselves out to

25 the public as engaged in these activities.
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4.4 De fendants were and are engaged in a common debt adjusting business

enterprise involving agreements between themselves and involving active participation of each

in furtherance of that common business scheme, such that each is the principal and agent of the

other and such that each is jointly and severally liable for the wrongdoing and acts of the other,

4,5 In t h is regard, Leuthold is the owner and manager of multiple interrelated

business entitIes engaged in various aspects of consumer debt adjusting, including CNI.

Among other things, Leuthold is the Chief Executive Officer of CNI and has been the

Executive Director of The Association of Settlement Companies ("TASC"), a private

10 association of individuals and entities united by their interest in sustaining for-profit debt

adjusting businesses. Defendant Leuthold directed, participated in, and/or knowingly approved

12 or ratified the acts and practices of co-Defendants alleged in this Complaint, including the

13 common business scheme carried out by Defendants.

14 4,6 In t hat regard CNI, acting through Leuthold and others, enters into agreements

15 with FDR, Fast Track, Debt Shield, and other debt adjusting businesses whereby each, as a

16 "sales affiliate" of CNI would act as a "lead generator" for CNI debt adjusting contracts.

17 4.7 FD R, Fast Track, Debt Shield, and other "sales affiliates" held themselves out to

18 the public as offering debt adjusting services to consumers by marketing their debt adjusting

19 services to the public through the Internet, television and other advertising. Further, FDR, Fast

20 Track, Debt Shield, and other "sales affiliates" drafted standardized debt adjusting contracts for

21 execution by consumers that designated CNI as the contracting party. When consumers

22 contacted FDR, Past Track, Debt Shield and other "sales affiliates" as a result of such

23 solicitations, the subject "sales affiliate" presented the consumer with the standardized CNI

debt adjusting contract, and secured the consumers' execution and return of the subject CNI

25 debt adjusting contracts.
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4.8 In t h is fashion, approximately 1,500 Washington families engaged Defendants'

debt adjusting services by executing and returning a standardized CNI debt adjusting contract.

4.9 Ba sed on information and belief, all CNI debt adjusting contracts entered into by

Washington residents were secured through the efforts of FDR, Fast Track, Debt Shield, or

other "sales affiliates" of CNI. As point of illustration, the standardized CNI debt adjusting

contract with named Plaintiff Rule was secured through the efforts of "sales affiliate" FDR.

4.10 The concerted actions of CNI and its "sales afnliates," including FDR, Fast

Track, and Debt Shield, are so seamless that, from the perspective of the consumer who

10 engages Defendants' debt adjusting services, the consumer is dealing with the same single

entity.

12 4.11 Washington consumers, including named Plaintiff Rule, engaged Defendants'

13 debt adjusting services by signing and returning Defendants' standardized CNI debt adjusting

contract and thereafter made periodic debt settlement payments required under the contract and

15 paid standardized fees specified in the contract.

16 4.12 RCW 18.28.080(1) provides that a debt adjuster may not charge a consumer an

17 initial fee exceeding $25, thus ensuring that indebted consumers are not further financially

18 burdened by engaging a debt adjuster and ensuring that debt adjusters do not receive substantial

19 fees until such time that the debt adjuster has actually secured resolution of a debt.

20 4.13 Defendants' standardized debt adjusting agreements with Washington residents,

21 including named Plaintiff Rule, uniformly provided for an initial fee that exceeded $25, in

22 violation of RCW 18.28.080(1).

23 4.14 RCW 18.28.080(1) prohibits debt adjusters &om charging excessive fees by

24 providing that the total fee charged by the debt adjuster may not exceed fifteen percent (15%)

25 of the debt listed by the debtor on the contract.
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4.15 Defendants' standardized debt adjusting agreements with Washington residents,

including named Plaintiff Rule, uniformly involved total fees exceeding 15% of the debt listed

by the debtor on the contract, in violation of RCW 18.28.080(1).

4.16 To protect financially vulnerable Washington citizens f'rom the practice of

"front-loading" debt adjuster fees, RCW 18.28.080(1) provides that the fee retained by the debt

adjuster froin any one payment made by a debtor may not exceed fifteen percent (15%) of the

payment.

4.17 Defendants' standardized debt adjusting agreement with Washington consumers,

10 including named Plaintiff Rule, provided for fees exceeding fifteen percent (15%) of the

individual payments made by the consumer, in violation of RCW 18.28.0SO(1).

12 4.1S RCW 18.28.120 provides that a debt adjuster shall not offer, pay, or give any

13 cash, fee, gift, bonus, premium, reward, or other compensation for refemng a prospective

14 customer to the debt adjuster, Pursuant to Defendants' agreements and common business

15 scheme, CNI, FDR, Fast Track, and Debt Shield, unlawfully divided amongst themselves the

16 illegal fees provided for in the standardized CM debt adjusting contract, as compensation for

17 referring prospective customers to CNI,

18 4.19 To ensure that payments by consumers are timely used to actually pay debts,

19 RCW 18.28.110(4) provides that debt adjusters must distribute to creditors at least once each

20 forty days after receipt of payment at least eighty-five percent of each payment received from

21 the debtor.

22 4.20 Defendants' standardized debt settlement agreement with Washington

23 consumers, including named Plaintiff Rule, uniformly provided for a debt adjusting plan

24 involving withholding of funds from creditors for periods substantially greater than those

25 permitted under RCW, 18.28.080, typically involving a period of one year or more. As a
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uniform business pracdce common to all Washington residents, Defendants did not timely

submit payments to creditors in accordance with RCW 18.28.110(4).

4.21 Washington's intolerance of predatory fee practices by debt adjusters is made

plain in RCW 18.28.090; "If a debt adjuster contracts for, receives or makes any charge in

excess of the maximums permitted by this chapter, except as the result of' an accidental and

bona fide error, the debt adjuster's contract with the debtor shall be void and the debt adjuster

shall return to the debtor the amount of all payments received from the debtor or on the

debtor's behalf and not distributed to creditors."

10 4.22 Defendants' standardized CNI debt adjusting contract with each Washington

resident, including named Plaintiff Rule, is void ab initio, illegal, and otherwise unenforceable

12 pursuant to RCW 18.28.090,

13 4.23 Washington's strong public policy of protecting Washington consumers from

14 debt adjusters' illegal activities is also reflected in RCW 18.28.185, which declares that any

15 violation of chapter 18.28 RCW constitutes an unfair or deceptive business practice under

16 chapter 19.86 RCW.

17 4.24 Defendants' business acts and practices, as alleged in this Complaint, constitute

18 per se unfair and deceptive business practices under chapter 19.86 RCW proximately causing

injury to the property of Washington residents, including named Plaintiff Rule,

20 4.25 RCW 18.28.190 provides that any person who violates any provision of chapter

21 18.28 RCW or aids or abets such violation, is guilty of a misdemeanor crime.

22 4.26 The acts and practices of Defendants, as alleged in this Complaint, are criminal

23 in nature, involve aiding and abetting one another in violating Washington's Debt Adjusting

statute, and in otherwise constitute unfair and deceptive business acts.

25
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V. C LAI M S

A. Viola t ion of Washin o 's Consumer Protection Act.

5.1 De fendants are debt adjusters and otherwise engaged in debt adjusting within

the meaning of chapter 18.28 RCW and with respect to conduct alleged in this Complaint,

5.2 D e fendants' business practices constitute unfair and deceptive acts or practices

committed in trade or commerce directed at Washington residents, including named Plaintiff

Rule, in that the conduct violated chapter 18.28 RCW,

5.3 D e fendants' business practices constitute unfair and deceptive acts or practices

10 conunitted in trade or commerce directed at Washington residents, including named Plaintiff

Rule, in that the conduct had a capacity to mislead a substantial portion of the public,

12 5,4 D e fendants' misconduct impacts the public interest.

13 5.5 De fendants' conduct proximately caused injury or harm to Washington

14 residents, including named Plaintiff Rule, in their business or property.

15 5.6 N a med Plaintiff Rule and Washington residents who executed standardized CN1

16 debt adjusting contracts are entitled to judgment, jointly and severally as against each

17 Defendant, for harm sufrered, including but not limited to all sums paid under the subject debt

18 adjusting agreement less amounts actually paid to scheduled creditors, plus pre-judgment

19 interest, treble damages, attorney fees, and costs of litigation.

20 L

21 5.7 D e fendants' wrongdoing is continuing in nature, representing an ongoing threat

22 to Washington consumers.

5,8 W'ashington consumers remain generally unaware that Defendants' debt

adjusting activities are illegal.

25
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5.9 De fendants, on a continuing basis, are engaged in securing illegal and unowed

fees from Washington residents. Washington residents remain unaware that the fees they are

paying to Defendants are illegal and unowed.

5.10 Class members and Washington consumers generally will suffer continuing,

immediate, and irreparable injury, absent the issuance of injunctive and equitable relief,

5.11 Class members and Washington consumers generally have no complete, speedy,

and adequate remedy at law with respect to Defendants' continuing misconduct.

5,12 Preliminary and final injunctive relief is necessary to prevent further injury to

10 Class members and the general Washington public.

C. Clas s Certi5cation.

12 5,13 The claims advanced in this Complaint are brought on behalf of a Class

13 composed of the following individuals: All natural persons who, being residents of the state of

14 Washington, executed a CNI debt adjusting contract. Excluded &om this Class are Defendants

15 and their employees.

16 5.14 Members of the proposed Class are so numerous that joinder is impracticable.

17 Class members, based on information and belief, exceed 1,500 in number.

18 5,15 There are questions of law and fact common to the Class, including those

19 delineated in paragraph 5.19 below.

20 5.16 The claims and defenses of the named Plaintiff are typical of the clauns and

21 defenses of the proposed Class.

5.17 Named Plaintiff is a member of the proposed Class and will fairly and

23 adequately protect the interests of the proposed Class.

25
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5.18 Defendants have acted or refused to act on grounds generally applicable to the

Class, making final injunctive relief appropriate respecting the Class as a whole and rendering

certification appropriate under CR 23(b)(2).

5.19 Further, core common questions of law and fact central to claims of the Class

predominate over individual questions, rendering certification appropriate under CR 23(b)(3).

Core common questions of law and fact include:

a. Whe ther Defendants are debt adjusters or otherwise engaged in or

holding themselves out as engaged in debt adjusting, within the meaning of chapter

10 18.28 RCW.

b. Whe ther Defendants' debt adjusting contracts with Class members are

12 void ab initio.

13 c. Whether Defendants are engaged in a common course of illegal conduct

toward the Class by contracting for, making, or receiving initial charges exceeding $25.

d. W h ether Defendants are engaged in a common course of illegal conduct

16 toward the Class by contracting for, making, or receiving charges in excess of fifteen

17 percent (15%) of any one payment.

e. W h ether Defendants are engaged in a common course of illegal conduct

19 toward the Class by contracting for, making, or receiving charges in excess of fifteen

20 percent (15%) of total hsted debt.

21 f. Whet her Defendants are engaged in a common course of illegal conduct

22 by maintaining Class members' debt settlement accounts in violation of RCW

23 18,28.110(4).

24

25
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g, Whe ther individual Defendants established, controlled, managed,

participated in, or with knowledge ratified the wrongful business acts and practices of

other Defendants.

h. W h ether Defendants' acts are the result of agreements between

themselves and are acts performed pursuant to a common design.

i. Whet her preliminary or final injunctive relief is appropriate so as to

protect Washington consumers &om the ongoing i l l icit business activities of

Defendants.

10 5.20 The class device is a superior method of adjudicating Class members' claims as

compared to other available methods for fairly and efficiently adjudicating this controversy.

12 Class members are uniformly financially distressed individuals who are unlikely to have any

13 meaningful recourse against Defendants absent collective pursuit of their claims under CR 23.

14 Class members, further, are generally unaware that Defendants' conduct is illegal and that they

15 have been financially victimized. The value of Class members' claims, taken individually, is

16 such that their claims have negative value and cannot, as a practical matter, be pursued on an

17 individual basis.

18 VI. DEMAND FOR RELIEF

19 THEREFORE, Plaintiff, individually and as representative of the proposed Class, prays

20 for relief as follows:

21 1. An o rder certifying Class members' claims pursuant to CR 23(b)(3) and/or

22 23(b)(2), appointing named Plaintiff as representative of the proposed Class, or such other

23 Class as the Court may deem appropriate, and appointing undersigned counsel as Class

24 counsel;

25
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2. A fin a l order declaring Defendants' debt settlement agreements with Class

members void ab initio;

3. A fi nal judgment against Defendants, jointly and severally, for loss or injury

suffered by Class members;

4. An a w ard of exemplary damages, jointly and severally, in the amount of three

times the loss or injury suffered by each Class member;

5. A f in d i n junction prohibiting Defendants from engaging in further business

directed at the Class or at Washington consumers, violative of chapter 18.28 RCW or chapter

10 19.86 RCW;

6. An a ward of prejudgment interest;

12 7. An a ward of costs of litigation;

13 8. An award of attorney fees pursuant to chapter 19.86 RCW; and

14 9. Suc h other and further relief as the Court deems just or equitable.

15 DATED this day o f April, 2011.

16 THE SCOTT LAW GROUP, P.S.

17

18 By
DARRELL W, SCOTT, WSBA ¹20241

19 MATTHEW J. ZUCHETTO, WSBA ¹33404
926 W, Sprague Avenue, Suite 680

20 Spokane, Washington 99201
Telephone: (509) 45S-3966

-and 

22
TIMOTHY DURKOP, WSBA ¹22985

23 DURKOP LAW OFFICE
2312 N. Cherry Street, Suite 100
Spokane Valley, WA 99216
Telephone: (509) 928-3848

25
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-and 

ROBERT SPARKS, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
DEERING, FUTSCHER k SPARKS, PSC
411 Garrard Street
P.O. Box 2618
Covington, KY 41012-2618

Attorneys for Plainfig

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

22

23

25
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FILED

APR Oe 20)f

SPOKANE COUNTY OLSRK

SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE

MICHAEL RULE, individually and on behalf
of a Class of similarly situated Washington
residents,

10 NO. 10-2-03220-1
Plaintiffs,

MEMOIViNDUM OF AUTHORITIES
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'

12 MOTION TO AMEND THE
CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS, INC., a COMPLAINT

13 Pennsylvania corporation; DAVID
LEUTHOLD, individually; and JOHN DOES

14 1-5,

15 Defendants.

16

PlaintiQ; by and through his attorneys, moves the Court to grant leave to file his Second

18 Amended Class Action Complaint in this matter. The Plaintiff s motion is based on CR 15(a)

19
and the authorities and evidence set forth in the supporting memorandum and Declaration of

20
counsel.

21

22 I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

23
On August 3, 2010, this action was filed in the Spokane County Superior Court.

24
Plaintiff's Amended Class Action Complaint was filed on September 16, 2010.

25

MEMORANDUM OF AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT LAW OPPICBB

OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND THE THE SCOTT LAW GROUP
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The purpose of the Second Amended Class Action Complaint is to join additional

defendants who acted as co-conspirators in this matter, the identities of whom were only

recently discovered through deposition,

Amendment is in the interest of justice, advances the eflicient administration of justice

and does not result in prejudice. See Declaration of Darrell W. Scott filed herewith.

II. ARGUM E NT

Civil Rule 15 (a) states in relevant part:

Otherwise a party may amend the party's pleading only by leave of court ..
and leave shall be freely given when justice so requires.

The court has broad discretion in granting amendments to the Complaint, Lincoln v.

12
Transamerica Inv. Corp., 89 W n.2d 571, 577, 573 P.2d 1316 (1978), and the Court should be

13
liberal in granting amendments. Samvick v. Puget Sound Title Ins, Co., 70 Wn.2d 438, 445,

15
423 P.2d 624 (1967). The court's failure to grant an amendment without showing of undue

16 prejudice may be an abuse of discretion. Tagliani v. Colwell, 10 Wn. App. 227, 233, 517 P.2d

207 (1973). The court rule makes clear that amendments shall be "&eely given" if in the

interests of justice.

19
Rule 21, similarly, provides that "tp]arties may be dropped or added by order of the

20
court on motion of any party or its own initiative at any stage of the action and on such terms as

21

are just." CR 21.
22

23 Here, the Plaintiffs timely sought discovery to learn, among other things, whether there

24 were any additional potentially responsible parties. The Plaintiffs' proposed Second Amended

25 Complaint, a copy of which is attached to the Declaration of Darrell W. Scott filed herewith,
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joins additional defendants, Freedom Debt Relief, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company;

Fast Track Debt Relief, LLC, a Florida corporation; and Debt Shield, Inc., a Maryland

corporation. As alleged in the Second Amended Complaint,these Defendants acted as co 

conspirators with regard to claims arising out of the Defendants' debt adjustment services. The

Amended Complaint is both timely and non-prejudicial to the Defendants.

II. ~C SID

For the reasons set forth above, Plaintiff moves the Court to grant his Motion to Amend

the Complaint.
10

DATED ' day o f April,2011,

THES L W G UP,
12

13

.S T T , W B A ¹ 2 241
14

MATTHEW J CH E TTO, WSBA ¹33404

15
926 W. Sp e A venue, Suite 680
Spokane, Washington 99201
Telephone: (509) 455-3966

-and 
17

TIMOTHY DURKOF, WSBA ¹22985
18 DURKOP LAW OFFICE

19
2312 N. Cherry Street, Suite 100
Spokane Valley, WA 99216
Telephone: (509) 928-3848

20

-and 
21

ROBERT SPARKS, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
22 DEERING, FUTSCHER 4 SPARKS, PSC

411 Garrard Street
23 P.O. Box 2618

24
Covington, KY 41012-2618

25 Attorneys for Plaint'
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the ~ day o f April, 2011, I caused to be served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing document as indicated, addressed to the following:

Steven Goldstein VIA FIRST CLASS MAIL
Laura E. Kruse VIA EMAIL El
BETTS, PATTERSON A MINES, P.S. VIA HAND DELIVERY 0
701 Pike Street, Suite 1400 VIA FACSIMILE 0
Seattle WA 98101

S SCHLIN

21

23

25

MEMORANDUM OF AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT
IAW IBPICEB

OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND THE THE SCOTT 4LW GROUP

COMPLAINT: 4
A PACPBaworsAL sBBVIOB crstPCBATTots

939 W SPBAOUE AVEISUE, SUITE 999
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FILED

APR 08 20fl
THoMAS R. l9lllQNST

Clerk's Date Stamp

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON
COUNTY OF SPOKANE

MICHAEL RULE, Individually and on behalf of a Class, CASE NO. ~24322D 
Plaintiff(s)

NOTE FOR HEARING

ISSUE OF LAW
CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS, INC., et al., (NTMTDK)

Defendan a

TO THE CLERK AND TO. Defjsndants

The undersigned has scheduled for hearing on PlaintNs' Motion to Amend Complaint, a copy of which is
attached. The hearing is scheduled for April 22, 2011, at 9:00 am. before the Honorable Gregoly D. Sypolt,
Spokane County Superfor Court, 1116 W Broadway Avenue, Spokane, WA SS2604IMO.

Motions must be confiITned NO LATER THAN 12:00 NOON 2 DAYS BEFORE THE HEARING by contacting
the judicial assistant Ior the assigned judge, or the presiding judge I'or cases that are not assigned.

Name rrell (print/type) Bar ID; 2 241
Address West S r a Ave Telephone No.:

Suite 680
City, S~ta;ZiP ne Wa hi n 01

Slgng Dated

AUTHORITIES
Cite those autho " which form primany basis for your legal position. WhFie case authority is cited, pmvide
Inference to specific page of opinion, which is controlling. Likewise, reference applicable secbons or
subsecfion of siatutss or court rules. This does not substitute for required Memorandum of Authorities.

Applicable Court Rule: CR 15 a

Applicable Statute:

Applicable Case Law:

NOTE FOR HEARING- ISSUE OF LAW Cl-06.0300 6/98
(CR 40, 65; RCW4,44.020) Page1 of1
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CE I C T E F E RVICE

i hereby certify that on the ~~ da y of I , 20t t, t caused to ba served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing document as I dicated, addressed to the following:

Steven Goldstein VIA FIRST CLASS MAIL El
Laura E. Kruse VIA EMAIL IIII
BETTS, PATTERSON & MINES, P.S. VIA HAND DELIVERY C3
701 Pike Street, Suite 1400 VIA FACSIMILE CI
Seattle WA 98101

SAMA N A ATO S-6

NOTE FOR HEARING - ISSUE OF LAW CI-06.0300 6/98
(CR 40, 65; RCW 4.44.020) Page 1 of1
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FILED
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TH04iAS R. FAI.lOUISi

SPOKANE COUSFN CLERK

SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOIG&K

MICHAEL RULE, individually and on behalf of a
Class of sinularly situated Washington residents,

10 Plaintiffs, NO. 10-2-03220-1

ORDER GRANTING
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO

12 CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS, INC., a
AMEND COMPLAINT

Pennsylvania corporation; DAVID LEUTHOLD,
13 individually; and JOHN DOES 1-5,

Defendants.

15 THIS MATTER came before the above~ntitled Court on Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend

16 the Complaint on April 22, 2011. After reviewing the files and records herein, the Court

17 having been fully advised, it is ORDERED that:

18
The Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend the Complaint is GRANTED. The Plaintiff is

19
authorized to file his Second Amended Class Action Complaint.

21
DONE IN OPEN COURT thi ay of April, 2011.

22

23

24

T EHON EG2S D. SYPOLT

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND

COMPLAINT: I LAW OPFICPSS

THE SCOTT LAW GROUP
A PROFRSSIOWAI. SRRVICP CORPORAYIO91

999 W SPRAOOR AVENUE SUITS 999
SPOKANP.. WA 99%1O999

(S99) ISSO999
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Presented by:

THE SCOTT LAW GROUP, P.S

L
By s'

Darr . c , WS ¹ 2 0241
Matthew J. Zuchett, WSBA ¹33404
926 W. Sprague enue

Telephone. (509) 455-3966

-and 

TIMOTHY DURKOP, WSBA ¹22985
DURKOP LAW OFFICE

10 2312 N. Cherry Street, Suite 100
Spokane Valley, WA 99216
Telephone; (509) 928-3848

12 -and 

13 ROBERT SPARKS, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
DEERING, FUTSCHER 4, SPARKS, PSC
411 Garrard Street
P.O. Box 2618

15 Covington, KY 41012-2618

16 Attorneysfor Plaint'

17

19

20

21

22

23

25

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO AMEND

COMPLAINT: 2 f.A W OFFICRS

THE SCOTT LAW GROUP
h FfIOFRS SIOFIAI. SBR VIC B CORFORAII Off

9 55 W IBWAO lfl: A VBNVR, SUITE SSS
55%RIAISE. WA SFSO14SSS

(505) 555-SISS
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FILED

APR 22 201'I
THOMAS R. FAtjQUIET

6POKANE COUNTY ClERK

SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE

MICHAEL RULE, individually and on behalf
of a Class of similarly situated Washington
residents,

NO. 10-2-03220-1
Plaintiffs,

SUMMONS

12
CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS, INC., a

13 Pennsylvania corporation; DAVID
LEUTHOLD, individually; FREEDOM

14 DEBT RELIEF, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company; FAST TRACK DEBT

15 RELIEF, LLC, a Florida corporation; DEBT
SHIELD, INC., a Maryland corporation; and
JOHN DOES 1-5,

17 Defendants,

18
TO: D EFENDANT FREEDOM DEBT RELIEF, LLC, a Delaware limited liability

19
company;

20
A lawsuit has been started against you in the above-entitled Court by MICHAEL

21
RULE, individually and on behalf of a Class of similarly situated Washington residents,

22
Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs' claim is stated in the written Complaint, a copy of which is served upon

23
you with this Summons.

24

25

SUMMONS: I
CAW OPPICES

THE SCOTT LAW GROUP
A PROPEEEIONAA 9ER9ICE CORPORATION

999 W EPRAOUE AYENOII, EOIIR 999
SPOKANE. WA 992CI44%

(999I 999-9%9
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In order to defend against this lawsuit, you must respond to the Complaint by stating

your defense in writing, and by serving a copy upon the person signing this Summons, within

sixty (60) days after the service of this Summons, excluding the day of service, or a default

judgment may be entered against you without notice. A default judgment is one where Plaintiff

is entitled to what he asks for because you have not responded. If you serve a Notice of

Appearance on the undersigned person, you are entitled to notice before a default judgment

may be entered.

You may demand that the Plaintiffs file this lawsuit with the Court. If you do so, the

10 demand must be in writing and must be served upon the person signing this Summons. Within

fourteen (14) days after you serve the demand, the Plaintiffs must file this lawsuit with the

12 Court, or the service on you of this Summons and Complaint will be void,

13 If you wish to seek the advice of an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly

14 so that your written response, if any, may be served on time.

This Summons is issued pursuant to Rule 4 of the Superior Court Civil Rules of the

16 State of Washington,

17

18 DATED Ih~& d a y of April, 2011.

THE SCOTT LAW G OUP, P.S.

20

21 By
D L W. S OTT , WSBA 1

22 MATTHEW J CH ETTO, W A ¹33404
926 W. Sprague Avenue, Sui

23 Spokane, Washington 99201
Telephone: (509) 4SS-3966

24
-and 

SUMMONS; 2
lAW OFFICES

THE SCOTT LAW CROUP
A PROPESSIOrIAI. PFJIVICE CCRPCRASIOIF

OSS W SPRAOUE AVENUE SUITE SSO
SPOKANE. WA POSOI Coils

(SSPI SSS.SRSS
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TIMOTHY DURKOP, WSBA ¹22985
DURKOP LAW OFFICE
2312 N. Cherry Street, Suite 100
Spokane Valley, WA 99216
Telephone: (509) 928-384S

-and

ROBERT SPARKS, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
DEERING, FUTSCHER k SPARKS, PSC
411 Garrard Street
P,O, Box 2618
Covington, KY 41012-2618

Attorneys for Plaintiff

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

IS

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

SUMMONS: 3
LAW OFFICBR

THE SCOTT LAW CROUF
A PROPRRBIONhl SRRYICR CORPORATION

666 W 6PRA OUR 6 VENUE, OUI TB 666
RPORhNR, WA 66RN4666

(666) 666.!%6
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~S ~ . F4uow)rF
S N4>ECOUhf7ye).SR)l

SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE

MICHAEL RULE, individually and on behalf
of a Class of similarly situated Washington
residents,

10 NO. 10-2-03220-1
Plaintiffs,

SUMMONS

12
CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS, INC., a

13 Pennsylvania corporation; DAVID
LEUTHOLD, individually; FREEDOM
DEBT RELIEF, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company; FAST TRACK DEBT

15 RELIEF, LLC, a Florida corporation; DEBT
SHIELD, INC., a Maryland corporation; and
JOHN DOES 1-5,

Defendants.

18
TO: D EFENDANT FAST TRACK DEBT RELIEF, LLC, a Florida corporation:

A lawsuit has been started against you in the above-entitled Court by MICHAEL

20
RULE, individually and on behalf of a Class of similarly situated Washington residents,

Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs' claim is stated in the written Complaint, a copy of which is served upon

22
you with this Summons.

23
In order to defend against this lawsuit, you must respond to the Complaint by stating

your defense in writing, and by serving a copy upon the person signing this Summons, within
25

SUMMONS; I
CA W OFF ICKS

THE SCOTT LAW GROUP
A PROFESSIONAl. SERVICE CORPORAl)ON

)OA W SPRAOUK A)999UK, SUI)K 999
SFORA)R, WA 9)991~

(S)9) 4M.)999
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sixty (60) days aAer the service of this Summons, excluding the day of service, or a default

judgment may be entered against you without notice. A default judgment is one where Plaintiff

is entitled to what he asks for because you have not responded. If you serve a Nonce of

Appearance on the undersigned person, you are entitled to notice before a default judgment

may be entered.

You may demand that the Plaintiffs file this lawsuit with the Court, If you do so, the

demand must be in writing and must be served upon the person signing this Summons. Within

fourteen (14) days aAer you serve the demand, the Plaintiffs must file this lawsuit with the

10 Court, or the service on you of this Summons and Complaint will be void.

If you wish to seek the advice of an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly

12 so that your written response, if any, may be served on time.

13 This Summons is issued pursuant to Rule 4 of the Superior Court Civil Rules of the

14 State of Washington.

15

16 DATED thi ay of April, 2011.

17 THE SCOTT LAW GROUP, P.S.

18

19 By:
D L . SC T, SBA ¹ 2 0241

20 MATTHEW J. C H ETTO, WSBA ¹33404
926 W. Spra A v enue, Suite 680

21 Spokane, Washington 99201
Telephone: (509) 455-3966

-and 
23

TIMOTHY DURKOP, WSBA ¹22985
DURKOP LAW OFFICE
2312 N. Cherry Street, Suite 100

25 Spokane Valley, WA 99216

SUMMONS: 2
IA W OFF ICOS

THE SCOTT LAW GROUP
A PROPBRNONAC RBRVICBCORPORAPION

FNI W RPBAOUB A VFNUB. RUITB RNI
SPOKANB, WA NI20l-DNR

(BNI i$$.WiR
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Telephone: (509) 928-3848

-and 

ROBERT SPARKS, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
DEERING, FUTSCHER k SPARKS, PSC
411 Garrard Street
P.O. Box 2618
Covington, KY 41012-2618

Attorneys for Plaint'

10

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

2l

22

23

24

25

SUMMONS: 3
LAW OPPICES

THE SCOTT LAW GROUP

A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION

SIS W SPRAOIIEAVEIRI5, RITIESRI
SPOKANE. WA PSTSI4i65

I RIFI AFSOWA
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FILED
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THOMAS FL FALLQUIST
SPOKANE COUNTY CLERK

SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE

MICHAEL RULE, individuaHy and on behalf
of a Class ofsimilarlysituated Washington
residents,

10 NO. 10-2-03220-1
Plaintiffs,

11 SUMMONS
I

12
CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS, INC., a

13 Pennsylvania corporation; DAVID
LEUTHOLD, individually; FREEDOM

14 DEBT RELIEF, LLC, a Delaware hmited
liability company; FAST TRACK DEBT

15 RELIEF, LLC, a Florida corporation; DEBT
SHIELD, INC., a Maryland corporation; and

16 JOHN DOES 1-5,

Defendants.

18
TO: D EFENDANT DEBT SHIELD, INC., a Map land corporation:

19
A lawsuit has been started against you in the above-entitled Court by MICHAEL

RULE, individually and on behalf of a Class of similarly situated Washington residents,

21
Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs' claim is stated in the written Complaint, a copy of which is served upon

22
you with this Summons.

23
In order to defend against this lawsuit, you must respond to the Complaint by stating

your defense in writing, and by serving a copy upon the person signing this Summons, within

25

SUMMONS: 1
LAW OFFICES

THE SCOTr LAW GROUP
A FROFSSSIONAL SSSVISS CFSIFSSIATION

FSS W SFRAFIUS A VOUS, SUITS ASS
SFOSANS. WA SFSS144!5

(SF' FSS SISS
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sixty (60) days aAer the service of this Summons, excluding the day of service, or a default

judgment may be entered against you without notice. A default judgment is one where Plaintiff

is entitled to what he asks for because you have not responded. If you serve a Notice of

Appearance on the undersigned person, you are entitled to notice before a default judgment

may be entered.

You may demand that the Plaintiffs file this lawsuit with the Court. If you do so, the

demand must be in writing and must be served upon the person signing this Summons. Within

fourteen (14) days aAer you serve the demand, the PiaintiA's must file this lawsuit with the

10 Court, or the service on you of this Summons and Complaint will be void.

If you wish to seek the advice of an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly

12 so that your written response, if any, may be served on time.

13 This Summons is issued pursuant to Rule 4 of the Superior Court Civil Rules of the

14 State of Washington.

15

16 DATED Ih~i ay of April, 20l l.

17 THE SCOTT LAW GROUP, P.S

18

19 By
OTT, W 20241

20 MATTHE~ ZUCHETT, SBA III33404
926 pragueAvenue, uite 680

21 Spokane, Washington 99201
Telephone: (509) 455-3966

22
-and 

23

TIMOTHY DURKOP, WSBA 022985
24 DURKOF LA W OFFICE

2312 N. Cherry Street, Suite 100
25 Spokane Valley, WA 99216

SUMMONS: 2
LAW QFPICRR

THE SCOTr LAW GRoUP
A PROP ERR! QNAL SAR VICE CQRPQRASIQN

PIS W RPRAQUF A VIRAL SIR TE SRR
RPQKANR. WA SPSOI QRSS

(RNI SSS lRSS
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Telephone: (S09) 928-3848

-and 

ROBERT SPARKS, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
DEERING, FUTSCHER 4 SPARKS, PSC
411 Garrard Street
P.O. Box 261$
Covington, KY 41012-261$

Attorneysfor Plaintiff

10

12

13

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

SUMMONS; 3
CAW OFFICBB

THE SCOTT LAW GROUP
A PROFBBBIOMAI. RRRVICF CORPORATIOI9

999W BPRAOOB AYBNVE, BOIIB 999
BPORARL WA 99BR4466

(RFI9 999 9999
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THOMAS R FALLOUT
SPOKANE COUNTY OLSRK

SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE

MICHAEL RULE, individually and on behalf
of a Class of similarly situated Washington
residents,

10 NO. 10-2-03220-1
Plainti6's,

SECOND AMENDED CLASS
V. ACTION COMPLAINT

12
CENTURY NEGOTIATIONS, INC., a

13 Pennsylvania corporation; DAVID
LEUTHOLD, individually; FREEDOM

14 DEBT RELIEF, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company; PAST TRACK DEBT

15 RELIEF, LLC, a Florida corporation; DEBT
SHIELD, 1NC., a Maryland corporation; and
JOHN DOES 1-5,

17 Defendants.

18

19 I. INTRO DUCTION

20 1.1 D e fendants engaged in a uniform conspiratorial and predatory business scheme

21 to enrich themselves at the expense of financially strapped Washington families by violating

Washington statutes designed to protect consumers from wrongful debt adjuster business

23 practices.

24 1.2 N a med Plaintiff Michael Rule brings this action on behalf of himself and a Class

25 ofsimilarlysituated Washington families for purposes of securing Class member remedies

SECOND AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT: I
LAW OFFICFS

THE SColT LAW GROUP
A FROFBSSIONAI SBRVICB COSFORATION

999 W SFRAOUB AVBNOB SIBTB 699
&FORANF WA 999914N&l

IBNI <5$.$996

EXHIBIT 3 Page 374
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provided for in chapter 18,28 RCW and chapter 19.86 RCW and for purposes of enjoining

Defendants from engaging in unfair and deceptive business practices,

II. PARTI E S

2,1 Pl a int iff Michael Rule: Plaintiff Michael Rule is domiciled in the state of

Washington and a resident of Spokane County. Michael Rule is typical of many Washington

consumers and families that are currently financially struggling.

2.2 De fendant Century Negotiations, Inc.: Defendant Century Negotiations, Inc.

("CNI") is a Pennsylvania corporation with headquarters at 1061 Main Street, Suite 19, Banco

10 Park, North Huntingdon, Pennsylvania. CNI is in the for-profit business of managing,

counseling, settling, adjusting, and liquidating the indebtedness of debtors. CNI does business

12 throughout the United States, including the state of Washington.

13 2.3 De fendant David Leuthold: D e fendant David Leuthold ("Leuthold") is

14 domiciled in Pennsylvania. Leuthold is the Chief Executive Officer and stockholder of CNI.

15 Leuthold directed, participated in, and/or knowingly approved of the unlawful practices of

16 Defendants alleged in this Complaint.

17 2.4 Def endant Freedom Debt Relief, LLC: Defendant Freedom Debt Relief, LLC

18 ("FDR") is a Delaware limited liability coinpany with headquarters at 1875 S. Grant Street, San

19 Mateo, California. FDR does business throughout the United States, including Washington,

20 FDR is in the for-profit business of managing, counseling, settling, adjusting, and liquidating

21 the indebtedness of debtors. FDR, further, holds itself out to the public as engaged in these

22 activities, On behalf of CNI, FDR served as a "sales affiliate" and "lead generator" of CNI

23 with respect to the CNI debt adjusting contracts that are the subject of this litigation. FDR

24 actively marketed debt adjusting services to Washington consumers and solicited and secured

25 Washington consumer engagement of debt adjusting services through execution of a

SECOND AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAlNT: 2
I.RW IWP ICRR

THE SCOTT LAW GROUF
R PROPR)WIONAI. RRVIOR CORPORhTlO)l

C6 W RPRAOUR RVRUUE, RUPIR 6R)
SPORT)I%, WA PS)PI 4t56

IRIP) RPSOPWl
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standardized CNI debt adjustingcontract. In this connection, FDR solicited and secured

Plaintiff Rule's agreement to a standardized CNI debt adjusting contract.

2.5 De fendant Fast Track Debt Rehef; Defendant Fast Track Debt Relief, LLC

(" Fast Track" ) is a Florida corporation with headquarters at 6941 West Commercial Boulevard,

Tamarac, Florida 33319. Fast Track is in the for-profit business of managing, counseling,

settling, adjusting, and liquidating the indebtedness of debtors. Fast Track, further, holds itself

out to the public as engaged in these activities. On behalf of CNI, Fast Track served as a "sales

aAiliate" and "lead generator" of CNI by soliciting and securing consumers' agreement to a

10 standardized CNI debt adjusting contract. Based on information and belief, Fast Track actively

marketed debt adjusting services to Washington consumers and solicited and secured

12 Washington consumers' agreement to a standardized CNI debt adjusting contract.

13 2.6 D efendant Debt Shield, Inc.: Defendant Debt Shield, Inc. (" Debt Shield" ) is a

14 Maryland Corporation with headquarters at 9212 Berger Road, Columbia, Maryland 21046.

Debt Shield does business throughout the United States, including the state of Washington.

16 Debt Shield is in the for-profit business of managing, counseling, settling, adjusting, and

liquidating the indebtedness of debtors. Debt Shield, further, holds itself out to the public as

18 engaged in these activities. On behalf of CNI, Debt Shield served as a "sales affiliate" and

19 "lead generator" of CNI by soliciting and securing consumers' agreement to a standardized

20 CNI debt adjusting contract. Based on information and belief, Debt Shield actively marketed

21 debt adjusting services to Washington consumers and solicited and secured Washington

22 consumers' agreement to a standardized CNI debt adjusting contract.

2.7 Un named Defendants, Does 1 through 5, are additional persons, corporations,

24 partnerships, companies or other entities who have acted or are continuing to act in concert

25 with, in partnership with, or as agents of named Defendants, who have participated in the acts

SECOND AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT' .3
IA W OFFICES

THE SCOTT LAW GROUP
A PEOFESSIONAL SERVICE- COEPOEATIOII

9IA IV SPEAOOE AVEIIOE SOIIE AOO
SPOEAm. WA 995OIO955

(509) 955-5956
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and transactions alleged in this Complaint and who have responsibility for said acts and

transactions, The true names, identities, and capacities of Does 1 through 5 are presently

unknown to Plaintiff, but are the subject of discovery anticipated in this action.

III. JURI SDICTION AND VENUE

3.1 Th i s Court has subject rnatter jurisdiction over this action, because it is based

upon violations of Washington's debt adjusting statute and consumer protection act.

3.2 Th i s Court has personal jurisdiction over each Defendant. Each Defendant

engaged in conduct in violation of chapter 19.86 RCW, which conduct had impact in

10 Washington, giving rise to personal jurisdiction pursuant to RCW 19.86.160. Defendants

regularly conduct business in Washington. Thus, Defendants have obtained the benefits of the

12 laws of Washington as well as Washington's consumer market,

13 3.3 V enue is proper in Spokane County in that the events that gave rise to claims

14 occurred in substantial part in Spokane County and Defendants transact business in Spokane

15 County.

16 IV. F ACT S

17 4.1 A la rge number of working Washington families are struggling to pay their

18 credit card debts because of economic forces largely beyond their control.

19 4.2 Wa shington statutes protect Washington citizens from predatory, unfair, and

20 deceptive business activities by for-profit businesses that purport to assist Washington residents

21 in managing, settling, and/or paying their debts.

22 4.3 De fendants are each "debt adjusters" within the meaning of RCW 18.28.010 in

23 that they are engaged in the for-profit business of managing, counseling, settling, adjusting,

24 prorating and/or liquidating the indebtedness of Washington debtors or hold themselves out to

25 the public as engaged in these activities,

SECOND AMENDED CLASS ACT1ON COMPLAINT; 4
RA W OPPICRS

THE SCOTT LAW GROUP
A PROI'F~ONAI. RRRVICR CORPORATION

SS6 W SPRAOOR A VRNIIR, SIIITR SSO
RPORANR, WA PSSO I OldA

(SOS) lSS.SSSS
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4.4 De fendants were and are engaged in a common debt adjusting business

enterprise involving agreements between themselves and involving active participation of each

in furtherance of that conunon business scheme, such that each is the principal and agent of the

other and such that each is jointly and severally liable for the wrongdoing and acts of the other.

4.5 In t h is regard, Leuthold is the owner and manager of multiple interrelated

business entities engaged in various aspects of consumer debt adjusting, including CNI.

Among other things, Leuthold is the Chief Executive Officer of CNI and has been the

Executive Director of The Association of Settlement Coinpanies ("TASC"), a private

10 association of individuals and entities united by their interest in sustaining for-profit debt

adjusting businesses. Defendant Leuthold directed, participated in, and/or knowingly approved

12 or ratified the acts and practices of co-Defendants alleged in this Complaint, including the

13 common business scheme carried out by Defendants,

14 4.6 In that regard CNI, acting through Leuthold and others, enters into agreements

15 with FDR, Fast Track, Debt Shield, and other debt adjusting businesses whereby each, as a

16 "sales affiliate" of CNI would act as a "lead generator" for CNI debt adjusting contracts.

17 4.7 F D R, Fast Track, Debt Shield, and other "sales affiliates" held themselves out to

18 the public as offering debt adjusting services to consumers by marketing their debt adjusting

services to the public through the Internet, television and other advertising. Further, FDR, Fast

20 Track, Debt Shield, and other "sales afliliates" drafted standardized debt adjusting contracts for

21 execution by consumers that designated CNI as the contracting party. When consumers

22 contacted FDR, Fast Track, Debt Shield and other "sales affiliates" as a result of such

23 solicitations, the subject "sales affiliate" presented the consumer with the standardized CNI

24 debt adjusting contract, and secured the consumers' execution and return of the subject CNI

25 debt adjusting contracts.

SECOND AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT: 5
I.SW Oll'ICKS

THE SCOTT LAW CiROUi'
h PSOPESSIOHSL SESVICE COKPOKhPlo19

959 W SPKhOUE hVEHIIE. SUITE SSS
SPOShHE, Wh 9910144$

(5OPI 95$.) 999
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4.8 In t h is fashion, approximately 1,500 Washington fanulies engaged Defendants'

debt adjusting services by executing and returning a standardized CNI debt adjusting contract.

4.9 Ba sed on information and belief, all CNI debt adjusting contracts entered into by

Washington residents were secured through the efforts of FDR, Fast Track, Debt Shield, or

other "sales affiliates" of CM. As point of illustration, the standardized CNI debt adjusting

contract with named Plaintiff Rule was secured through the efforts of "sales affiliate" FDR.

4.10 The concerted actions of CNI and its "sales afQliates," including FDR, Fast

Track, and Debt Shield, are so seamless that, f rom the perspective of the consumer who

10 engages Defendants' debt adjusting services, the consumer is dealing with the same single

entity.

12 4.11 Washington consumers, including named Plaintiff Rule, engaged Defendants'

13 debt adjusting services by signing and returning Defendants' standardized CNI debt adjusting

contract and thereafter made periodic debt settlement payments required under the contract and

15 paid standardized fees specified in the contract.

16 4.12 RCW 18.28.080(1) provides that a debt adjuster may not charge a consumer an

initial fee exceeding $25, thus ensuring that indebted consumers are not further financially

18 burdened by engaging a debt adjuster and ensuring that debt adjusters do not receive substantial

19 fees until such time that the debt adjuster has actually secured resolution of a debt.

20 4.13 Defendants' standardized debt adjusting agreements with Washington residents,

21 including named Plaintiff Rule, uniformly provided for an initial fee that exceeded $25, in

22 violation of RCW 18.28.080(1).

23 4.14 RCW 18.28,080(1) prohibits debt adjusters from charging excessive fees by

24 providing that the total fee charged by the debt adjuster may not exceed fifteen percent (15%)

25 of the debt listed by the debtor on the contract.
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4.15 Defendants' standardized debt adjusting agreements with Washington residents,

including named Plaintiff Rule, uniformly involved total fees exceeding 15% of the debt listed

by the debtor on the contact, in violation of RCW 18.28.080(1).

4,16 To protect financially vulnerable Washington citizens from the practice of

"front-loading" debt adjuster fees, RCW 18.28.080(1) provides that the fee retained by the debt

adjuster from any one payment made by a debtor may not exceed fiften percent (1 5%) of the

payment.

4.17 Defendants' standardized debt adjusting agreement with Washington consumers,

10 including named Plaintiff Rule, provided for fees exceeding fifteen percent (15%) of the

individual payments made by the consumer, in violation of RCW' 18.28.080(1),

12 4.18 RCW 18.28.120 provides that a debt adjuster shall not offer, pay, or give any

13 cash, fee, gift, bonus, premiuin, reward, or other compensation for referring a prospective

14 customer to the debt adjuster. Pursuant to Defendants' agreements and common business

scheme, CNI, FDR, Fast Track, and Debt Shield, unlawfully divided ainongst themselves the

illegal fees provided for in the standardized CNI debt adjusting contract, as compensation for

17 referring prospective customers to CNI.

18 4.19 To ensure that payments by consumers are timely used to actually pay debts,

RCW 18.28.110(4) provides that debt adjusters must distribute to creditors at least once each

20 forty days aAer receipt of payinent at least eighty-five percent of each payment received from

the debtor.

22 4.20 Defendants' standardized debt settlement agreement with Washington

23 consumers, including named Plaintiff Rule, uniforinly provided for a debt adjusting plan

24 involving withholding of funds from creditors for periods substantially greater than those

25 permitted under RCW, 18.28.080, typically involving a period of one year or more. As a
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unifom business practice common to all Washington residents, Defendants did not timely

submit paymentsto creditors in accordance with RCW 18.28.110(4).

4.21 Washington's intolerance of predatory fee practices by debt adjusters is made

plain in RCW 18.28.090: "lf a debt adjuster contracts for, receives or makes any charge in

excess of the maximums permitted by this chapter, except as the result of an accidental and

bona fide error, the debt adjuster's contract with the debtor shall be void and the debt adjuster

shall return to the debtor the amount of all payments received from the debtor or on the

debtor's behalf and not distributed to creditors."

10 4.22 Defendants' standardized CNI debt adjusting contract with each Washington

resident, including named Plaintiff Rule, is void ab initio, illegal, and otherwise unenforceable

12 pursuant to RCW 18,28.090.

4.23 Washington's strong public policy of protecting Washington consumers from

14 debt adjusters' illegal activities is also reflected in RCW 18.28.185, which declares that any

15 violation of chapter 18.28 RCW constitutes an unfair or deceptive business practice under

16 chapter 19.86 RCW.

17 4.24 Defendants' business acts and practices, as alleged in this Complaint, constitute

18 per se unfair and deceptive business practices under chapter 19.86 RCW proximately causing

injury to the property of Washington residents, including named Plaintiff Rule.

20 4.25 RCW 18.28.190 provides that any person who violates any provision of chapter

21 18.28 RCW or aids or abets such violation, is guilty of a misdemeanorcrime.

22 4.26 The acts and practices of Defendants, as alleged in this Complaint, are criminal

23 in nature, involve aiding and abetting one another in violating Washington's Debt Adjusting

24 statute, and in otherwise constitute unfair and deceptive business acts.

25
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V, C LAIM S

A. Viol a tion of Washin on's Consumer Protection Act.

S.l De f endants are debt adjusters and otherwise engaged in debt adjusting within

the meaning of chapter 18.28 RCW and with respect to conduct alleged in this Complaint.

5,2 D efendants' business practices constitute unfair and deceptive acts or practices

committed in trade or commerce directed at Washington residents, including named Plaintiff

Rule, in that the conduct violated chapter 18,28 RCW.

5,3 De fendants' business practices constitute unfair and deceptive acts or practices

10 committed in trade or commerce Greeted at Washington residents, including named Plaintiff

Rule, in that the conduct had a capacity to mislead a substantial portion of the public.

12 5.4 De fendants' misconduct impacts the public interest.

13 S.S D e fendants' conduct proximately caused injury or harm to Washington

14 residents, including named Plaintiff Rule, in their business or property.

15 S.6 Nam ed Plaintiff Rule and Washington residents who executed standardized CNI

16 debt adjusting contracts are entitled to judgment, jointly and severally as against each

17 Defendant, for harm suffered, including but not limited to all sums paid under the subject debt

18 adjusting agreement less amounts actually paid to scheduled creditors, plus pre-judgment

19 interest, treble damages, attorney fees, and costs of litigation.

20

21 5.7 D e fendants' wrongdoing is continuing in nature, representing an ongoing threat

22 to Washington consumers.

5.8 W a shington consumers remain general1y unaware that Defendants' debt

24 adjusting activities are illegal.

25
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5.9 D efendants, on a continuing basis, are engaged in securing illegal and unowed

fees from Washington residents. Washington residents remain unaware that the fees they are

paying to Defendants are illegal and unowed.

5.10 Class members and Washington consumers generally will suffer continuing,

immediate, and irreparable injury, absent the issuance of injunctive and equitable relief.

5,11 Class members and Washington consumers generally have no complete, speedy,

and adequate remedy at law with respect to Defendants' continuing misconduct.

5.12 Preliminary and final injunctive relief is necessary to prevent further injury to

10 Class members and the general Washington public.

C. Clas s Certification.

12 5.13 The claims advanced in this Complaint are brought on behalf of a Class

13 composed of the following individuals: All natural persons who, being residents of the state of

14 Washington, executed a CNI debt adjusting contract. Excluded &om this Class are Defendants

15 and their employees.

16 5.14 Members of the proposed Class are so numerous that joinder is impracticable.

Class members, based on information and belief, exceed 1,500 in number.

18 5.15 There are questions of law and fact common to the Class, including those

19 delineated in paragraph 5.19 below.

20 5,16 The claims and defenses of the named Plaintiff are typical of the claims and

21 defenses of the proposed Class.

22 5.17 Named Plaintiff is a member of the proposed Class and will fairly and

23 adequately protect the interests of the proposed Class.

24

25
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5.18 Defendants have acted or refused to act on grounds generally applicable to the

Class, making final injunctive relief appropriate respecting the Class as a whole and rendering

certification appropriate under CR 23(b)(2).

5.19 Further, core common questions of law and fact central to claims of the Class

predominate over individual questions, rendering certification appropriate under CR 23(b)(3).

Core common questions of law and fact include:

a. Whe ther Defendants are debt adjusters or otherwise engaged in or

holding themselves out as engaged in debt adjusting, within the meaning of chapter

10 18.28 RCW.

b. Whe ther Defendants' debt adjusting contracts with Class members are

12 void ab initio.

13 c. Whe ther Defendants are engaged in a common course of illegal conduct

toward the Class by contracting for, making, or receiving initial charges exceeding $25.

15 d. W h ether Defendants are engaged in a common course of illegal conduct

16 toward the Class by contracting for,making,or receiving charges in excess of fifteen

17 percent (15%) of any one payment.

18 e, Whe ther Defendants are engaged in a coriunon course of illegal conduct

19 toward the Class by contracting for, inaking, or receiving charges in excess of fifteen

20 percent (15%) of total listed debt.

21 f. W h ether Defendants are engaged in a common course of illegal conduct

22 by maintaining Class members' debt settlement accounts in violation of RCW

23 18.28.110(4).

24

25
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g. Whe ther individual Defendants established, controlled, managed,
participated in, or with knowledge ratified the wrongful business acts and practices of

other Defendants.

h, Whe ther Defendants' acts are the result of agreements between

themselves and are acts performed pursuant to a common design.

i. Whet her preliminary or final injunctive rehef is appropriate so as to

protect Washington consumers fiom the ongoing i l l icit business activities of

Defendants.

5.20 The class device is a superior tnethod of adjudicating Class members' claims as

cotnpared to other available methods for fairly and efficiently adjudicating this controversy.

12 Class members are uniformly financially distressed individuals who are unlikely to have any

13 meaningfulrecourse against Defendants absent collective pursuit of their claims under CR 23.

14 Class members, further, are generally unaware that Defendants' conduct is illegal and that they

15 have been financially victimized. The value of Class members' claims, taken individually, is

16 such that their claims have negative value and cannot, as a practical matter, be pursued on an

17 individual basis.

VI. DEMAND FGR RELIEF

19 THEREFORE, Plaintiff, individually and as representative of the proposed Class, prays

20 for relief as follows:

21 l. An or der certifying Class members' claims pursuant to CR 23(b)(3) and/or

23(b)(2), appointing named Plaintiff as representative of the proposed Class, or such other

23 Class as the Court may deem appropriate, and appointing undersigned counsel as Class

counsel;

25
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2. A f in a l order declaring Defendants' debt settlement agreements with Class

members void ab initio;

3. A f in a l judgment against Defendants, jointly and severally, for loss or injury

suffered by Class members;

4. An a w ard of exemplary damages, jointly and severally, in the amount of three

times the loss or injury suffered by each Class member;

5. A fi nal injunction prohibiting Defendants from engaging in further business

directed at the Class or at Washington consumers, violative of chapter 18.28 RCW or chapter

19.86 RCW;

6, An a ward of prejudgment interest;

7. An a ward of costs of litigation;

8. A n a ward of attorney fees pursuant to chapter 19.86 RCW; and

9. Suc h oth and further relief as the Court deems just or equitable.

DATEDthis/~day of April, 2011.

THE SCOTT LAW GROUP, P.S.

By: . !.

DA LL W . S , WS A 41
MATTHEW J, C H ETTO, W A ¹33404
926 W, Sprague Avenue, Suite 680
Spokane, Washington 99201
Telephone: (509) 455-3966

-and 

TIMOTHY DURXOP, WSBA ¹22985
23 DURKOP LAW OFFICE

2312 N, Cherry Street, Suite 100
Spokane Valley, WA 99216
Telephone: (509) 928-3848

25
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-and 

ROBERT SPARKS, Admitted Pro Hac Vice
DEERING, FUTSCHER 4 SPARKS, PSC
411 Garrard Street
P.O. Box 2618
Covington, KY 41012-2618

Attorneysfor Plaint'
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1 hereby certify that on theCB+ day of April, 2011, 1 caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document as indicated, addressed to the following:

Steven Goldstein VIA FIRST CLASS MAIL
Laura E. Kruse VIA EMAIL U
BETTS, PATTERSON 4 MINES, P.S. VIA HAND DELIVERY 0
701 Pike Street, Suite 1400 VIA FACSIMILE 0
Seattle %A 9$101

OS
10

12

13

14

15

16

18

20

21

23

24

25
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FILED

APR Sl 290
TltObLS R. FALLQUIST

SPOKANE COUNTY CLElW

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE

Michael Rule

Flaintiff
CASE NO. 10-2-03220-1

Vs.

Century Negotiations INC COURTROOM MINUTES (TRMIN)
Defendant

Motion

Dept. I 1 Courtroom 204 Ron, Gregory D. Sypolt, Judge
Terri RosadoVelazquez, Court Reporter Karen Bachmeier, Judicial Assistant
Friday April 22, 2011® 9:04
The plainti6'is represented by Mr. Scott

Signed: 0/granting plaintiff's motion to amend complaint

Micbelle Getcbell, Deputy Clat

Cletk32 - COURTROOM MlNUTES Page 1 of 1
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